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Arson cited in
Murphy fire
Mary J. Myers
Copy Ed1tor

Fire officials have identified
arson as the cause of an early
morning fire that erupted in the
front lobby of Murphy Hall last
Friday.
At approximately 3:30 a.m.that
morning. the residents of Murphy
left the comfort of their beds for
the safety of the RecPiex as fire
fighters battled a blaze on the fir'>t
noor of the residence hall.
According to Fire Chief
Kosmerl, the University Heights
Fire Department "was notified of
the fireat3:29 a.m., and fire fight ·
ers were on the scene at 3:34a.m."
'The front part of Murphy was
filled\\ ith smoke," said Kosmeral.
"Security infonned us that the
building had been evacuated. We
entered the building from the caM
'Wble. and wllen we reached the
lobby area, fire was observed on
the noor and wall."
''The fire was extinguished with
a fire extinguisher. A smoke
ejector was used to clear the
building of smoke."
Assistant DirectorofResidence
Life. Eleanor Finger. said that
standard procedure was followed
to evacuate the residents. and that
no problems or injuries resulted
from the evacuation.
Finger said that the "main
concern was with toxic fumes,"
and because of this. the residents
were not pennitted to return to the
buildmg until approximately 5
a.m
In the meantime. the temporarily homeless students found
shelter in the RccPlex or in other
dorms.
Freshman Theresa Nelson said
that she "went to the Atrium to
sta)' warm. An RA announced
that it would be about an hour
before \\e could return [to
Murphyj. AI that time I went to
stay with a friend in Sutowski."
The cause of the tire, Kosmerl
said, "was definitely arson related.
The fire was set between the doors
of the lobby of Murphy."
"Matches were used to ignite
the outer casing of the phone.
These were found on the scene,"
Kosmerl said. "Upon arriving. we
were infonned that a smoke bomb
had possibly caused the fire."
The tire department has not yet
detcnnined if accelerants were
used to make the fi re. However,
officials are sure that "more than
matches were involved in the

setting of this fire."
Kosmerl infonned the CN that.
"pictures were taken at the scene
of the melted phone and the wood
baseofthc unit. It appears as if the
plastic molding of the phone
dripped down and caused a fire on
the noor."
The University Heights Police
Department, according to fire officials, would conduct the criminal investigation of the fire and
the arson.
However, when contacted,
police officiaJs said that no investigation was underway and that
the fire department still held the
documentation for the investigation.
Editor's Note; Derek Dial.,
Ne~~s Editor, comributed to the
text of this article.
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The lobby of Murphy was closed after an arsonists' fire hit the residence hall last Friday.

M rathon hatters donation record
Derek Diaz
News Editor

When you pur your hearr in it,
it can take you anywhere.
As the last seconds of the Dance
Marathon drained away last Saturday, the weary couples jomed
anns and sang the words to that
song. Amid their disheveled togas
and spent confetti, the group had
managed to raise over $I 6,000,
the largest sum ever from a Dance
Marathon, for charity.

The Marathon, which ran from
Friday at 5 p.m. to Saturday at 7
p.m., combined the efforts of students, faculty, and campus organizations to generate money to
benefit local charities.
The total of $16,352 will be
split between donations to Rainbow Babies and Children's Hospital and the Make-A-Wish Foundation, said Dance Marathon CoChairperson Kevin Biacsi. The
Make-A-Wish Foundation will

use the money to fulfill the wish of
a tenninally ill child while Rainbow will fund research with the
donation.
Junior Kelly Kall, a dancer in
the Marathon. said that the event
was very demanding.
"I had to catch my second wind
about ten times that night," KaH
said. "But I knew it was fora great
cause and that kept me going."
Biacsi cited preparation done
by all of the Marathon Commit-

Judge traces history of women in law
Derek Diaz
News Editor

The Office of Multicultural
Affairs hosted the Honorable Sara
J. Harper last Wednesday in the
Jardine room to conclude its two
semester series on multicultural
awareness. Harper. of the Ohio
Court of Appeals. focused her dis·
cussion on the history of women
10 the judiciary. tracing the tradtliOnal role of women in law up to
modern day.
In addition to having served as
Prosecutor and as Assistant Director of Law for the City of
Cleveland, Harper spent ten years
in the United States Marine Corps
Reserve as a military judge, the
first female in history to hold that
position.
Harper's career as a judge began in 1970 when, according to
her, only 800out of ll,OOOjudges
in the nation were female. Harper
noted that, at the time, considerable obstacles to females still existed in state bar associations.

tees as the principal factor in the

success of the event.
"The preplanning that the
committees did was really great,"
Biacsi said. "When we got there,
we all knew what had to be done."
Biacsi added, "In the last couple
of days before the event, people
seemed to come out of the woodwork to offer assistance. They
really helped out a lot too."
The choice to donate the money
to Make A Wish and Rainbow,
according to Biacsi, carne from a
student committee in charge of
the event.
Co-Chairperson of the Marathe
key.'
They
didn
'tlike
that
an"When I went before the Bar
thon
Stephanie Davies. who was
swer."
Screening Committee in 1970 to
in
charge
of the dancers throughTraditionally
women
have
been
become a judge. the committee
out
the
night,
smd that the highlight
thought
to
play
a
strong
role
in
was made of 22 men," Harper
of
justice,
Harper
said.
In
ancient
the
night
occurred
when a JCU
said. "And even though l had been
Greece.
for·
example.
people
deband
hit
the
stage.
an attorney for 22 years. the com"1 think that every one was
miuee still insisted on asking me, picted the goddess Athena as a
symbol of just1ce and wisdom. In excited \\hen Carried Awa)
addition. Harper explained that staned," Davies said. ''The couples
justice has often been represented liked dancmg to someone they
as a blind-folded woman holding knC\\ And (Dtsk Jockey] Brian
Redmond played a lot of songs
a S\\Ord and sh~eld.
According to Harper. the that the couples requested; that
modern push for women in the made things exciting."
judicary bE:gan in 1872 when a
Chairperson of Public Relawoman by the name of Myra tions Karen Ricketts said that
Blackwell applied for admission around 6 a.m. people began hitto the State Bar of Illinois. The ting a wall.
Bar denied Blackwell admission
"Around then. people started
claiming that. "The role of women 10 realize that we were only halfCount>) \1ulu.uhunl A!!llt'<
is to mother, and society needs way through, with another 11 hours
Judge Sara Harper
their domestic work."
to go," Ricketts said. "But later, at 2
Fifty years later. Florence Allen p.m.. people thought that it was a
'Would you be able to Judge and
take care of your children?' I sought to become the first woman breeze with only six hours to go."
"I think that there were times
thought that a silly question de- on the Ohio Supreme Court, but
manded a silly answer. 1 replied, Western Reserve University de- when everybody wanted to give
'Well, I guess that I'll just lock nied her admission because of her up. but no one did. That proves
See HARPER, page 6
that it's wonh it."
them in a closet and throw away
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[ilommentary

Although the Student Union has done many great
things this year, there was one they forgot.

A year of struggle, a year of service

Service and student rights.
These words represent the themes of the 1993-94 Student Union. The Kangas Administration was one which raised money for needy families, challenged and improved university
As a freshman, I came to John
policies and made the students care about the Union.
Carroll last fall having never heard of
Students were interested in the activities of the Union this year, even though they did not
Rainbow Babies and Children's Hospital or the Make-A-Wish Founda- always agree with them. The charter revision of campus organizations, especially Greek ones,
tion .
caused conflict and sometimes even resulted in animosity during the weekly student Union
The Dance Marathon changed all
meetings. Whether considering the participation of Iota Chi Upsilon in Homecoming
that
preparation or the arguably sexist tendencies of the old Alpha Kappa Psi, debate in the Union
First of all, it was more than the 26
Kevin Bachman
was
often chaotic and emotional.
Asst. World View Editor
coupfes who danced and raised· over
lhis emotion, how~ver. has resulted in an increased discussion of and i.Qvolvement in Union
-·$l6;.000. . .. .. ..
It was the countless hours of hard w.ork put in by the Dance policies, noticeable most tangibly by the increased numbers of candidates in both executive
Marathon CommiueeCo-Chairpersons Kevin Biacsi and Stephanie and class elections.
Davies plus the other II commiuees, ranging from the Activities
Emotion in the Kangas Administration, however, was found in more than argument. This
Committee to the Publicity Committee. Dozens of Commiuee
administration
did much to use service to unite students with those in need. Through Project
members all pulled together to make this one of the most successful
F. 0 .C. U.S, over 100 students raised money and collected food to be distributed to individuals
events of the year.
What really made the event a success was the behind the scenes in the Cleveland area. The Union also raised money which sent 40 students to flooded Missouri
work.
to assist in the clean up. These activities created the fulfilling and disturbing emotions which
The months of planning and successful execution made this a
are precursors for education.
first rate operation from start to finish. Every last detail from the
The Kangas Administration also encouraged students to believe that they had rights, and
booklet to the decorations was meticulously planned.
The theme; "When You Put Your Heart In It...." symbolized the inspired them to work for the manifestation of these rights. The Ad Hoc Committee on
Marathon.lt seemed people were just as excited and energetic the Visitation, for example, in utiiization of the newly formed Information Committee, deter26th hour as they were the Ist. But as the dance wore on, I think mined student needs and desires for adjustment of the visitation policy and then worked in
a lot of people realized it was more than just a dance.
conjuction with faculty, staff and administrators to develop a feasible alternati ye to a currently
The accomplishments and dedication of the many people
outdated
policy.
involved will be felt by many, many children. Sometimes, myself
As this Student Union administration ends, a breakthrough proposal initiated under its
included, we forget how much we really can help others.
A soda pop we might have bought or some pies we threw at Moe
leadership, sits on Fr. Lavelle's desk. Thls tangible sign of success, while immenseley
means a Jot to a young kid with cancer.lt might not cure the cancer, important, should not be all for which this administration is remembered_ There were
but at least he wi II have some happy memories, not just the horrors
frustrations and conflicts, yes. And there were many successes in the realm of service. And
of chemotherapy.
With the money we raised, the children will remember the people began to care.

They danced for the babies

things they can now do for the rest of their life. Many of these
children have and will continue to lead painful lives, and it is
rewarding to see how much people care. Sure, everyone had fun
dancing, but the real joy will be seeing the smiles on the faces of
these kids we helped.
We are in an isolated world here at John Carroll. Sometimes we
forget to think of people that are indeed less fortunate. We are too
caught up in our own lives to see what we do have: and what other
people do not. Our problems, while important to us, seem inconsequential when compared to the misery of others: the misery that
sick children go through every single day.
It was refreshing to see the dancers, the people at the many
booths. and the people who just came to dance for just a few hours
encouraging one another to keep going.
Everyone involved in the Marathon gave up their free time
because it was for something they believed in. We should recognize
all of those that did "put their heart in it."

In support of the policy on the man's desk
Let's be honest, the Union has done a good thing. This is the first time this CN staff can recall
that a possible policy change has gotten as far as the Visitation Policy Revision Proposal. The
proposal was presented to Fr. Lavelle last week, and now awaits his descision. The policy was
prepared by members of the Student Union Ad Hoc Committee on Visitation, and supported
by both faculty and staff, including the Associate Dean of Arts and Sciences, Dr. Nick
Baumgartner.
Additionally, both a resident assistant, Mike Colyer, and the Director of Residence Life,
Donna Byrnes, signed the proposal, giving it their full support. The transferring of ink on their
part is a giant step. Who better to support such a document than those who will have the most
contact with the results of the hopeful passing of the 39 page proposal?
But they are not the only people on this campus to support the work of the Union in preparing
a needed and necessary change to policy at John Carroll. We, the staff of the Carroll News,
support the proposed changes to the visitation policy. We see the importance in getting the
necessary signature of Fr. Lavelle as soon as possible. With housing sign-ups approaching
soon, it is imperative that the proposal be passed, giving students the right to exhibit their
maturity, as they decide where they are going to call home next year at JCU.
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Racism needs to be addressed
To the Editor:
As written earlier by a fellow John Carroll student, one
hundred years after the proposed freeing of slaves and three
decades after the Civil Rights Movement ended ... racism
and racial stereotypes still exist. Unfonunately, this fact is
entirely true.
The media, in many cases, has caused problems
throughout the years with the use of liberal and biased
writings. This fact is also true, and will continue to be so.
African Americans, in some cases, have been ponrayed in
the media as a problem.
The quotation, " In a confrontation with three black
gentlemen" can be found in the 3/3/94 issue of The Carroll
News. This statement is an insult to many individuals on
campus! But not for reasons previously proposed. As cited
in the American Heritage Dictionary, the term gentlemen
can be defined as "a polite and considerate man." Any
individual who needs to resol ve a confrontation with the
usc of a gun is no gentleman. A gentleman of any race has
a cenain class about him that carries over into his actions.
Therefore, an individual who has no class will act without
any. Applying this simple logic to the incident at hand
proves that the individuals involved were no gentlemen,
regardless of their race.
In a police report, a description is a necessary tool in
apprehending the assailants. If, when an anicle is wriuen,
the identification of the perpetrators is unknown, then a
detailed description i s necessary. But there is a line that
should be drawn as to when not to use terms such as "black"
in a newspaper anicle. If terms of this nature are not
relevant to a story, then it should be common sense not to
use them. A writing should not be used as a weapon to
degrade any race, religion, creed, or sex.
Now that these points have been established, it is
imperative that the larger issue be brought forth. Separatism has been a problem for some time. and there needs to
bean end to it. Separatism fuels the fire of racism. It would
be ideal to incorporate thi s subject into a classroom setting,
and this could be a step toward improving the situation. But
something more must be present. The attitude of the
population as a whole must be modified and it should start
at home.
I gnorance knows no race, for i t is present everywhere.
Everyone must work together toward one single goal-the
abolishment of racism. United as one, this goal has the
potential of becomi ng a reality. Therefore, we must see
ourselves as human beings, and not separate races. And
essentially, we all want the same thing, and that is to be
treated with the respect that we all deserve ... as humans.
Jamie A. Wheeler - Class of 1995
Alexander D. Call- Class of 1997

Students question the inclusion
of names, facts in most recent
gun incident article
To the Editor:
A grave injustice was done with the publication of the
follow up anicle to the gun incident in the 3/10/94 Carroll

News.
It seems that The CN has lost sight of who the victi m was
in the incident. A student was brutally assaulted by three
men, regardless of whether they were African American or
Caucasian! The fact is that one man pulled a gun on another
man. There is not one shred of evidence that the victim did
anything to deserve such a brutal auack; "there's a question
of whether the student struck the person's car, punched his
car, or smacked his car, or made a derogatory comment to
the three males out in the car." Which is it? Whether
anything was said or not, does this give a group of men the
right to beat the hell out of one man? I s a three on one fight
justifiable? Funhermore, if the auackers really "felt as
scared as the rest of the students," why did they "give him
one more good kick to the head" after the attack was
stopped? It seems pretty obvious that the victim posed no
threat to the three attackers So far, I have seen no cause to
pull a gun on someone else. The last time I checked, free
speech is legal and threatening somcone's life at gun point
is not. No one knows exactly what words were exchanged
among whom. but it is obvious who the victim reall) is in
this situation.
My second area of concern deals with the haste with
which Diat and Thome exhibited in revealing the identities
of both the victim and the attacker. As I look back at

FORUM
incidents that The CN covered in year~ pa~t.I cannot recall
a ume where the Identities of the pan1cs 1n volved were
revealed. Take, for example. the identities of the student
who was physically assaulted by another student in the
dorms, the student who was raped, the student who attacked the JCU security guard, the student who pranked the
TV station during the snowstorm, or the student who was
stalked this past year. There i s no reason why this situation
is any different from those mentioned above. These two socalled journalists have done a good job of unjustly scarring
the reputation of a fellow student who has done nothing to
deserve it. Now the student has been victimized in another
form, through the speculative, unsubstantiated hearsay
used in last week's pathetic article! What makes the handling of this issue even more unprofessional is the fact that
the victim was harassed by The CN to usc his name and
make a comment. After repeated phone calls and conversations, the student politely and professionally told reporters he had no comment. Furthermore, he rcfu cd to give the
CN pem1ission to use his name on several occasions! The
same scenario occurred this week for the follow up. and
again the student declined comment and permission to use
his name. Apparently, The CN blatantly disregarded all of
his requests! Why did they call to ask permission and then
go ahead against his requests? These writers have knowingly given a student the label of a racist without any
substantiation whatsoever. The publication of this article
has added unnecessary insult to injury . Furthermore, this
poor journalism has unjustifiably tarnished a JCU student's
reputation.
Mark S. Abood
Class of 1995

Editor's Note: All names used in the 3110/94 article i11
question were obtained from public police records. The
CN determines whether or not to print names 011 a case by
case basis.

To the Editor:
I am writing in reference to the article entitled, " Racism
linked to gun i ncident," by Derek Dia7 and John Thome in
the 3/10/94 edition o f The Carroll News. Throughout the
article Mike Warbel's name is u edina derogatory manner
which impl ies that he is a racist. The fact i s, there is
absolutely no proof any racial slurs were made by Mr.
Warhel. Detective Lieutenant Dale Brady of UHPD said,
"There may have been some racial slurs ... but that's not
totally determined." I would like to ask Mr. Diaz and Mr.
Thorne i f that is enough proof to call someone a racist? I
do not think so. This is not a maner of racism as these two
reponers would like to lead you to believe. It is about
someone pulling a gun on another human being. Regardless of what did happen the use ofMike Warbel ' s name was
very unprofessional . I am embarrassed that our school
newspaper would print such tabloid stories intended to
attack a single person. The two reporters need to reflect on
what they have done to Mike Warbcl's reputation and how
they have belittled the John Carroll communi ty.
Jason Baker
Class of I 995

Criticism of gun incident
coverage aHacks CN standards
To the Editor:
The follow up to the article concerning the gun incident,
published in the 3/10/94 Carroll News, left me feeling
nauseated. Such yellow journalism ranks even below the
tabloids. There were three major flaws in the article. First
and foremost. the anicle had no basis in concrete facts ..
Any rational editor would not have given it front page
authority nor such a misrepresentational headline. Where
in the anicle does any one of the panicipants make mention
of such a racist I ink? They don't. In fact, the coverage of the
incident by The Carroll News seems to be the only racist
link. Secondly, if the Carroll News is trying to criticize
racism in the incident, then why do D erek Diaz and John
Thorne make references as to who is white and who is
black. It seems to be a litUe hypocritical on their pan.
Thirdly, these unsubstantiated allegations of racism overshadow the fact that Mr. Lee IS being prosecuted by the
local authorities. Furthermore. one might ask why Mr. Lee
was carry1ng a firearm in his car (but that is another anicle
altogether). This article is pure yellow journalism and,
although it may not be susceptible to a libel suit, it only
generates racial tension where none needs to be. In the
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future, I would hope the writing and editing staffs would
act more professional and only pnnt article based on
concrete fact. not mere speculation.
Class of 1995
Daman Vance
David Sahath
Class of 1994

Chairpersons thank Dance
Marathon contributors
Dear Editor.
We would hke to thank everyone who panicipated and
contributed to the success of the Dance Marathon. Overthe
last year the consorted efforts of students and friends of
John Carroll have made the Marathon a great success. I t
was truly inspirational to witness the community effon
brought forth this weekend.
We would like to publicly acknowledge every person
that donated their time, effons or money, however due to
the numerous participants in this event that IS ncar impossible. Danc10g students. working organiL.auons, patrons.
sponsors. disc jockeys. bands, commi11cc members. please
know that your perseverance and caring w11l last longer
than this past weekend.
The $16,200 raised by this event will help grant a sick
child the wish of their lifetime. And as they say at the MakeA-Wish Foundation with the doctors' efforts and a lillie
magic from a wish come true, miracles can happen. The
second half of the maoney raised will benefit research at
Rainbow Babies' and Chi ldren's Hospital. Our money
may help scJentJSts find a cure!
If you arc worn out from the wee~end's events remember that your sacnficcs and dedication have 1mpacted more
than the John Carroll community.
We Sincerely Thank You!
Kevin Biacsi
Stephanie Davies
Dance Marathon Chairpersons

Marathon efforts of John Carroll
community acknowledged
To the Editor:
La<.t Friday and Saturday John Carroll -;pon-;ored llS
fifth Dance Marathon. Tlus year' s marathon ra.scd $\ (>,2.00
which was donated to Rainbow B abies' and Childmn't'
Hospital, and the M ake-A-Wish Foundation. I would like
to thank the entire C .m oll community for their suppon in
both the fundraising that has taken place throughout the
year, and the Marathon itself.
I n particul ar, I woul d like to thank Lisa H eckman,
Director of Student Activities. H er work on this year's
Dance Marathon began last year. She has worked late
nights and many weekends to ensure the success of this
project. Lisa worked closely with each of the committees
to make sure everything was taken care of. Thanks also to
Kevin Biacsi and Stephanie Davies, co-chairpersons ofthe
event. Without them nothing would have been done. Their
enthusiasm and dedication made everyone realize the
importance of this proj ect They kept things goi ng when it
seemed we woul d never get there. Thank you also to the
committee chairmen and their committees. From the beginning, each took care of the responsibilities assigned to
them and got everything done well. Yet throughout the
marathon everyone helped each other so that things got
done on time. Thanks especially to all the dancers. I am
amazed at the level of enthusiasm that they kept throughout
the twenty-six hours of dancing. Thank you to all who
attended the marathon. Lastly, thank you to the administration, faculty. and staff for their help. They were there at all
hours of the day and night helping judge various contests.
The dedication of the faculty extends beyond the classroom.
The suppon of faculty and administration again shows the
strong sense of community we have here at Carroll.
Thank you to all who helped with this year's Dance
Marathon. The time and effon of everyone demonstrates
that, "when you put your bean in it ... anything can
happen."
Katie Ortlieb
Class o f 1996
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There's more to St. Patrick's
Day than the celebration
Remember history and heritage during the day today
Julie Garvin

David Germaine

Forum Writer

ForumWrrter

March 17th. The one day of the year that almost
everyone tn America claum. to be Irish.
Granted, St. Patnck's Day is loads of fun . It gives
people JUSt one more reason to party. But as it is the case
with most holidays. I think most of us miss the point of St.
Patrick's Day. One docs not have to be Irish to take part in
the true spirit of St. Patrick's Day. That true spirit is
remembering who we are and from where we
came.
This is more importanl nowadays than ever. In
a time when ethnic cleansing is a way of
life in many parts of the world, all of us
need to take a moment and remember
our real roots and how equally important
every nation and every person really is.
Ifone is Irish, that does not mean reflecting on the .
stereotypes of the drunk or the leprechaun. Rather it
means remembering that our Irish ancestors are survivors.
Tiley survived their enslavement by the English to build
the British railroads. They survived famine. They survived
their emigration to the United States, whose receptive anns
were not thrown wide in welcoming fashion. And now they
continue to survive the nightmarish violence in Northern
Ireland. It is these events of national character that we,
Irish, should be remembering on St. Patrick's Day along
with breaking out our shamrocks and green apparel.
Every other culture has its own stories of courage and
survival. lllose are what keep us strong and united as
people - not partying. For, as we learn about and accept
otirselves, so, too, do we learn to accept others.
So, today as you bite into your corned beef sandwich
Mil '*e a &..Qa.e' '-'• .U a.iautc ta reo.mber.,._
di tant ancestors. whether Irish or not, because it seems
that the news seems to constantly prove the old cliche, "ff
we are not aware of history, we are doomed to repeat it."
History is not ignorant, people are.

Right ahout now most of us arc experiencing a combination of the mtd term blues and the winter blahs.
As time moves on this condition doesn' t get any better.
However, there is a light at the end of the tunnel. Today,
March 17th, marks the ever famous holiday of St. Patrick's
Day.
But what is St. Patrick's Day really? Essentially it is a
holiday celebrating the patron saint of Ireland who
converted the Irish citizens from paganism to Christianity.
So why is it that people, both the
Irish and the not so Irish, feel such a
strong connection to this cultural holiday? Americans, especially, seem to use St.
Patrick's Day as a time to celebrate.
This time of year referred to by the Catholic
Church as Lent is traditionally a time of sacrifice.
St. Patrick's Day is a time to celebrate not only St.
Patrick for the Irish Catholics, but also the middle of Lent
for others. Mardi Gras marks the beginning of Lent. SL
Patrick's Day marks the middle, and Easter signifies the
end.
I think that this year St. Patrick's Day comes at a most
opportune time for the John Carroll community and this
fact is definitely being recognized. Classes are being cancelled (or slcipped), plans are being made to head downtown for the parade, and even the Carroll News has gone
green.
Since we at John Carroll have been going strong for just
about two months now, students are loolcing for any chance
they can to relax, and what better excuse is there than a
holiday?
~....,..McYGII' re ll:iaheuoa, u ve a good lime on SL
Patrick's Day.
Do it either because you're Irish, because you want to,
or as Freshman Tom Lotus put it, "If you're not Irish,
you've got to drink for the Irish."
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NATO is still proving
to be problematic
Sutton Kinter
r-orum Wrter

The recl!nt shooting down of four Serbian aircraft by US planes \Vas ordered by the United
Nauon!> and carril!d out under the command of
NATO. You may ask, (and well you should), wh)
US fi ghters arc engaging enemies o f foreign soil
without the approval of Congress or within the
Constitutional chain of command? Our illustrious
draft-dodging President Clinton is supposed to be
our Commander-in-chief, but the only order he has
given is to surrender US military authority over to
globalist factions.
Globalist factions? Yes. It is obvious to even a
blind man in a bag that the UN has ambitions toward
a one world government. Howevc:r NATO is a
regional alliance, right? Wrong. NATO was a regional alliance. It is expanding its scope; Bosnia is
outside its purview already. Manfred Woerner, the
NATO commander, has been urging for well over a
year that NATO get involved in actions throughout
the world. Mark these words, NATO will soon
absorb the fonner Warsaw Pact nations and possibly even Russia. It won't be long until these oncesovereign countries can have the privilege of sending their sons (and daughters!) off to fill body bags
in some foreign hell-hole that hasn't seen fit to
accept the "tender mercies" of Western-type international commercial democracy. A wisely anonymous State Department source summed up the
situation recently when he noted that, ..international
leaders from both finance and politics have had a
heavy influence on US policy, and they move it
toward their dream of a world government" (from
The Spotlight, March 14, 1994). No doubt the
"leaders" of other nations are moving those countries in the same direction.
The reality around us suggests that the internaloving sons and daughters of the American revo ution must recapture the Spirit of '76 or be captured
by the Babylonian lie of a one world governmenL
Sovereignty or slavery. It is no less.

Subconscious biases have everyone 'all shook up•
Miesha L. Wilson
Edtfor
My mother was born in Tupelo, Mississippi, the birthplace of Elvis Presley. Of Elvis, she said, "He grew up in
the 'peeker-wood' section of town where the whites had
broken shutters and kept their washing machines on the
front porch."
She vehemently disliked him because once he was
quoted as saytng that "a black man could not do anything
for (him) except polish (hts) shoes." in response to an
inquiry tl he has reappropriated his musical style and
rhythmic dancing from black people.
I noticed in all of my mother' s loathing that she never
once called Elvis "racist" but cominuallycallcd him ··peekerEnterto1nment

wood."

I became fixated upon the etymology of thss bizarre
word commonly thrown around by Black Southerners. Its
scatological reference, typical of most derogatol) terms.
struck me fir:-.t.
Milan Kundra mocks the common horror ofelimination
in Th~ Unbearable Liglrrnes.1 of Being when retelling the
great theological debate about whether Adam and Eve first
relieved themselves before or after the Fall. Transposing
the two words (fom11ng woodpecker). I then checked the
trusty World Book Encyclopedia to sec if the bird could
give me anydues. l .o and behold, I found a bird with a redneck!
Why not JUSt call Elvis "racist?" "Peeker-wood" has
such an elaborate origin and archaic sense that it would be
easier to usc the tndtscnmsnatcly ascribed tern1 ··racist." It
then occurred to me that Elvis was indeed not "racist."
Elvis. a scholar by no one's estimation. simply mim1cked
the subconscious. inarticulate grumblings of the white
collective consciousness.
Elvis's racially biased grumings were products of hts
superego and td instilled by the white community and
unexamined by his rational ego.

The superego and the id are not intellectual faculties.
Rather, they are feeling based. I suspect that the feeling
creating racial bias is fear: the fear experienced by a white
factory worker who believes his livelihood is threatened by
the entry of black workers; the compulsive fear that a white
student feels when assuming that his slot at a university will
be taken away by a black student benefiting from affinnative
action.
Very primitive. It reminds me of the Hierarchy of
Necessities-- the common man' s fear that there will not be

The term "racist," I believe,
must be reserved for those
who consciously brood over
and rationalize the supposed
inequalities of the races.
enough food , clothing and shelter for everyone.
The modern day "racist" is just a caveman sitting on his
porch next to the washing machine growling for a piece of
meat that he believes belongs to his tribe.
The term ·•racist," I believe, must be reserved for those
who consciously brood over and rationalize the supposed

inequalities of the races. Frankly, how many people, now
loosely termed "racist," have ever read Me in Kampf, Ashley
Montague, or Arthur de Gorbincau ? How many "racists"
know anything by Rudyard Kipling except his ridiculous
poem "If' sampled in a Nikc commercial?
I would call Louis Farakkan, putative scholar of the
Islamic religion and racial politics in the United States, a
definitive racist. However, I would call a white guy,
banging on the car door of three black guys. an idiot - a
follower of dumb collective consciousness.
Oddly. the followers of dumb collective consciousness
frighten me more than true racists. The good people of
Painesville just rallied against the absolutely racist Ku
Klux Klan.
But I wonder if they would rally against an otherwise
nice, white father prohibiting his white daughter from
dating a black guy?
The majority of the members of the Student Union
abstained last week from voting on the question of whether
or not to censure the Carroll News for a supposedly racially
biased article.
Abstention, to me. is a tacit decision not to think, not to
examine, and not to challenge a racially biased subconscious.
The abstaining members of the Student Union are not
racist. However, their lack of thought may be inadvertantly
perpetuating an ugly system of unconscious prejudice,just
like most of the American population.
Don't be like Elvis. Free your mind.

Have a happy St. Patrick's Day.
Think before you drink.
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The new rules of Court orders Killian to
intimacy: AIDS psychiatric examination
Jennifer Daugherty
Stoff Reporter

As part of the ongoing campaign to raise AJDS awareness
on the John Carroll campus. Dr
Paula Britton and Sr. Marian
Durkin talked to approximate!)
40 women and men last
Wednesday about AIDS-related
issues.
"It's a whole new game now
when you enter into intimate relationships," said Durkin.
A sister of Charity. Durkin
spent seven years counseling
HIV positive people and volunteering at the "Kamana House"
before found ing "Open House"
in July of 1993. "Open House··
is a "walk-in service [for people
with HIV and AIDS] for talking,
grief counseling, art therapy and
massage," said Durkin.
Briefon streSsed tHat f•we-neCd
to be responsible people ...
Britton teaches graduate courses
at Carroll and has spent the past
three years researching HlV and
different preventive measures
against the disease.
Britton and Durkin began the
lecture by showing a short video
of Kim Richartz. a young married woman who contracted
AIDS in high school through
unprotected, heterosexual sex

and unknowingly passed the discase along to her daughter. According to statistics from the
video gathered b}' the Center for
Disease Control (CDC). ·\IDS 1s
the s1xth leading cause of death
among teenagers.
The majority of the hour-long
lcctureccmercd around audience
mput on personal reaction to the
video and a discussion or the
is~ucs HIV positive people encounter.
Audience members pointedout that reaction of friends and
family. uncertainty about continuing school or work, money
problems, and the stress of having to contact other people possibly infected were all issues that
would need to be dealt with.
The lecture, held in the lounge
Of Murphy Hall. was tilled
"Women and AIDS,,. but offered
mostly general AIDS information.
Britton discussed the different groups at risk for contracting
the disease, saying that "while
we are all at risk, it is much more
about women right now."
Britton also said that the results of ~urveys administered by
the CDC shows that "people
l..now a lot about AIDS but aren't
changing their behavior.

Meghan Gourley
Ed1tor 1n·Ch1ef

Com1ctcd stalker Jon K1lhan.
of Cleveland Heights. \\m.ordcrcd
an additional 30-day p:-.ychiatric
evaluation at the Cleveland Psychiatric Institute in Shaker Hc1ghts
Munic1pal Court Tuesday morning.
Killian. a fomtcr Carroll :-.tu
dent. was sentenced Dec. 28 to
one year in Lake County jml for
stalking a Joho Carroll University
stu<.ient. "Jennifer." At that time.
an anti-stalking protecuon order
[ASPO] was also issued prohibiting Killian from an) direct or Illdirect contact withJennsferb}' any
means. according to Shaker court
documents. He was charged with
violating the order in January af
ter he sent a letter to Jennifer on
campus.
The arraignment on the was
origmally scheduled for January
25, but continued when Shaker
Heights Municipal Court Judge
K.J. Montgomery ordered a psychiatnc evaluation of Killian.
Catherine Bums, directorofthe
Continental Health Board, said tn
court Tuesday that she evaluated
Killian while in Lake County and
d1agnosed his behaviors as para
noid schitophrenic.

"He [Killtan) has disorganized
and illogical thinking. and Mains
a delus1onal belief that he has a
romantiC relationship with the
vic::tim," sa1d Burns. "He represents a substantial nsk of phystcal
ham1 to the victim and to others."
Upon Burns a-,scssrnent.
Montgomeryon.Jcrctl an add111onal
30-day evaluation to detcrmme
whether Killian is competent to
enter a plea to the charge ot \10
lating the ASPO.
"The) [the court] arc ... 1111 If)ing to determine h1s mental ca
paciues to see if he can enter a
plea," srud Oct. Sgt James B.
Rohal. of the Unrvcr!>IIY llc1ghts
Police Department.
Currently, there arc no beds
available at CPl. and Killian will
be held in Lake County jail until
one becomes available.
Meanwhile, Killian's interaction with campus continues
According to Rohal, a Carroll
faculty and another female Carroll
student received letter~ from
Killian in the last month.
"Killian sent a letter to a female
student on campus; 11 wa-. a non
threatening, bitmre letter that
didn't make sense," said Rohal.
"Just rambling."
Rohal also said that a Carroll

facult) received a bitarrc letter
from K1ll1an.
"It \\as a torn p1cce of paper
with a caricature draY. n on it,''
sard Rohal. Roh,tl declined to
disclose exact!) \\hat the caricature Y.as. but noted that 11 did not
pose an}' threats.
"Jt just shows his contmucd
mental deterioration." s~ud Rohal
The lcuer~ sent to the lac.ult}
member and female student are
not violattons of the ASPO. ac
cording to Rohal. bcL.IUse thethe
order proh1b1!'. contact wnh Jennifer only.
After a bed becomes available
at CPl . and the 30 day evaluation
is complete, Rohal sa1d he IS
confident that the results Will be
the same as Burns', and Killian
will then be committed to CPJ•fdr
"a long period of tirlle."
·'
''[When sent back to CPIJ, he
will be in the forensic unit - a
locked and secure unit ofCPI It's
kind of like their wr,ron of jail,"
sa1d Rohal. "He's not going anywhere."

·------·················-····-··
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Editor's Note: The following is
an e.ACerptfrom a speech given by
former Swdem Union President
Phil Kangas at Tueday's Inaugural Dmner.

The John Carroll Student Union
serves three basic ends: empowering students on campus by acting as a vanguard ofstudent rights,
providing service to the university and civic community, and
programming activities and social functions. I am confident that
we have met these goals over the
course of this past year. I would
like to extend my sincerest thanks
to all those '"ho have made reach-

ing these goals possible.
The Student Union has met with
significant victories as we ran the
gauntlet of student rights this past
year. Throughout fall semester, a
group of dedicated students took
it upon themselves to answer student concerns about the visitation
policy in the residence halls. Jacki
Liautaud and Joe Parks, along with
the other members of the Student
Union Ad Hoc Committee on
Visitation Policy, presented alegitimate alternative to the current
vi:>itation policy. A university
committee of deans, faculty. students. and the director...
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Hiring Bartenders

I

I
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I
I

to work
Alumni Reunion Weekend:I
•Applicant must be 2lyears of age.
•Accomodations and meals will be provided.
You will be expected to work from
Wednesday June 15th at 6:00 p.m. until
Sunday June 19th at 2:00 p.m.
To apply, complete this form and return it
to the Marriott catering office in the cafeteria by
March 30, 1994.
NAME_____________________
BOX#/ADDRESS_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PHONE____________________
AGE _ _ __
SSN________
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Beaudry race narrows to four
Joseph M. Guay
Asststont News Edrtor

Seniors will vote for either
Kevin Biacsi, Diana Hartman,
Nora Mackin or Erin Mahoney
next week, as they are the candi
dates forthe 1994 Beaudry A ward
Given annually to one senior.
the award "recogni£es outsLanding service in the four areas of
leadership, academic achi evement, service to the Carroll or
c1vic community, and Christian
life."
According to Sister Mary Noel,
chairperson of the Beaudry A ward
Comminee. 15 seniors received
nominations, several of them receiving multiple nominations. The
comminee, comprised of students
and facul ty, interviewed all nom•-

nees, narrowmg the pool to four
candidates. Voting will begin Mar.
21.
"We try to narrow the pool to
two candidates," said Noel " But
we had to go for four this year
because we just couldn't make
any more eliminatiOns. All four
go beyond the requ1rements "
Biacsi was Student Union
president last year, and he was
also chairperson for this year's
Dance Marathon.
He was chairperson for the
Make-a-Wish week, and he was
also a committee member for
JUSTICE.
Hartman is Director oflnternal
Affairs for the Student Umon. She
co-chaired Project FOCUS in the
fall, raising $8,000 in perishable

food for Cleveland Families.
H artman has volunteered for
Christmas in April, Saferides, and
Meals on Wheels, and she is currently helping to coordinate
Project HOPE. a project mvolving the Special Olympics.
Mackin 1s currently Editorial
Board Director for The Carroll
News. A foundmg memberoflhe
JUSTICE committee on campus,
Mackin also served as National
Communications Director for
JUSTICE.
She served on the executive
comminee for Project Gold and
was class secretary her sophomore
year. Mackin also anended the St.
Louis flood relief trip last fall.
Currently the senior class
president, Erin Mahoney is also a

member of the Honors Association, the Irish Club, and the Sailing Team. She is a volunteer for
Saferides and Meals on Wheels,
and she is now helping to coordinate Project HOPE.
The award, which was named
in honor of Robert Beaudry, a
1950 graduate of JCU who died in
a plane crash, has been given for
the past 42 years. Annie Tirpak
was last year's winner.
Noel said that it is important
that the senior class members take
the time to vote.
"As a committee, we're finished," said Noel. " It's now up to
the seniors to make the final decision on who deserves the award.
I really think it's an award that's
very honorable."

Harper
continued from page 1
sex. The senument at the time.
Harper said, was that women can't
handle puhhc and private careers.
In recent times, even though
women have become more accepted in the work place, an equitable ratio of females in the judiciary, Harper said, is still lacking.
In 1976, President Richard
Nixon requef>ted that Harper join
the United States Marine Corps
Judge Advocate Group. Harper
accepted a direct commission as a
Marine officer and began working as a naval judge. In 1986,
Harper retired from active duty as
a Lieutenant Colonel.
Responding to a question from
a member of the audience, Harper
said that women can overcome
sexism through voterparticipation.
" People could solve a lot of
problems if they would participate
in the democratic process," Harper
said. "People need to go out and
vote, to participate in the legislative process. That's how change
wi II come about."
~
Harper is currently seeking
election to the Ohio Supreme
Court.
I

-

Kevin Biacsi

Diana Hartman

Nora Mackin

_ _ __j

The Carroll News
If it getsr.more pages,
then the ookstore will
start charging for it.

Erin Mahoney

We Put Our Hearts In It ...

'
Thank You!
All proceeds benefitted Rainbow Babies and Children's Hospital
and Make A Wish Foundation

The Carroll News, March 17,1994

Twenty six hours of dancing, hundreds of
hours of preparation, one sleepless night
later, a goal was reached. $16,352 raised
for Rainbow Babies and Children's
Hospital and Make-A-Wish Foundation.
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It's a wrap: A movie year in review
Two CN writers make a spoof on the Oscars
Jim Rutman
Mie~_bQ_L,_Wilson

_ _ __

lhe Carroll News

the appeal is to stilted royally,
bleak Victorian mansions, wacky
accents, and tea-stained teeth. The
Industry"s most versatile and engaging performers are red-coats

While Hillary Rod ham-Clinton
continues to star in the Washington production of"White Water",
Hollywood divas have not been so
lucky. This is our "What have you

So many directors and actors begin well and then tragically fall
from grace. With Boys in the
Hood, director John Singleton's
promised to give the American
audience accurate and moving
portrayals of urban life. However, his second movie gave no
poetic justice to the audience's
intelligence.
Director Mario Van Peebles,
with Posse and Gunmen, has still
not lived up to his father's excel~
lence. We should not be too demanding of him, however. Kelly
Lynch, director of much anticipated Boxing Helena, does not
even come close to approaching
her father's abilities.
Good directors make bad films;
and sometimes good actors land
lamentable
movies:
in
Shakespearan actor Patrick
Stewart in Gunmen, Nick Nolte in
Blue Chips, John Lithgow in
Cliffhanger,
C u b a
Gooding,
Jr.
in
Lightning
Jack. Go
figure.
Overlooking
quality
projects
and performances

as Martin Scorsese. The Age of
Innocence, Scorsese's sweeping
Victorian tale, was ignored by the
Academy. This was the prolific
director's most challenging
project; it was a complete departure from the street-wise, hardnosed genre that has made him a
legend.
In a time of political correctness.acoupleofHollywood tilms
have managed to display social
consciousness Without being
ovcrburdensomc or shrill. Philadelphia ,the first big-budget production to address the AIDS epidemic. elimated much of the fear
sunounding homosexuality and
brought compassion to people afflicted with the disease. What it
lacked in execution it made up in
poignancy.
The horror of the Holocaust,
now being questioned by severe
right-wingers, needed to be reasserted. It
could not
have been
done more
e I o quently
than by
Steven
Spielberg
i
n
Schindler's
L i s t .
W hi I e
watching

Okay, you already know who
the winners of the Academy
Awards are
going to be on
March 2 I.
The Academy
has no patience for surp r i s e _
Schindler's
List, Holly
Hunter,
Schindler's
L i s I '
Schindler's
List. You get
the point If
Schindler's
List
and
Steven
Spielberg are
CouncsyBU<nl ViSUt Plc&ures
not recognized, this Joyless and Unlucky: Cast members smile despite lack of recognition
awards ceremony will be the biggest sham vying for the insurmountable done for me lately" category.
sincetheCo/orPtup/efailedtowin throne of Sir Lawrence Olivier. Women's films, with either female
a single thing.
Looking to be Lear are Anthony directors or predominantly female
But then again, Citizen Kane Hopkins (Remains of the Day, casts, have been conspicuously
and Raging Bull were overlooked Shadowlands), Daniel Day-Lewis disregarded. Anyone remember
by the really brilliant Academy of (Age of Innocence, In the Name Thelma and Louise or Prince of
Motion Pictures, Arts and Sciences ofthe Father), Kenneth Branaugh Tides? Fortunately, Jane Camgroup. Perhaps, they will surprise (Much Ado About Nothing), and pion, writer and director of The
the audience.
relativcnew-comerRalphFiennes Piano, is simply too brilliant ro
All of the major publications (Schindler's List).
ignore.
have placed on 1
- - - ---'
Maybe
Hollywood wants big-breasts,
meu. .J.W~capi
~ mo..ar.au• long le&S~o .aaQ. ~wtul eyos in is a reguto prophesi7c the
were right women-the stuff that makes a lot lar practh e
old
winners of the
all of these of money. Luckily, Hollywood's tice for the
Raiders of
"important" cat-[
1 years. Per- most bankable actress, Julia Rob- members
the Lost
egories.
We l
h a p s , erts, after a little soul-searching of
the
Ark movrefuse to contnb- f
Americans and a quick marriage, returned to Academy.
ies, one
ute to this chica- 1
are
unsoPelican
Brief.
Fearless
the
screen
with
can
see
1
nery. Instead, we
phisticated,
Roberts and her new husband, is the best
t h a t
uncouth, Lyle Lovett, are major contenders movie no
Spielberg
will point out all 1
Courr.c~y Savoy
in the "Cutest Acting Couple.'' The one saw
has always
Cleveland Babe Winger and reelother paired nominees are Kim this year.
b e e n
coat Hopkins snog in Shadowlands.
nate,andjustplain
If
the Bassinger and Alec Baldwin, J e f f
headed tostupid about the
wholly un- Emma Thompson and Kenneth Bridges was passed over yet again ward a definite statement against
1 necessary
entire motion picBranaugb, and Tom Cruise and in this lucid tale of mortality and the Nazi's. In this time when
ture industry in
sequels of Nicole Kidman. Because of courage. Peter Weir, director of people largely lack sympathy to
this cinematic tisWayne 's Lovett's ill-fated nose, he and Fearless , has been a deserving the Jewish pljght, Spielberg must
cal year.
w o r l d , Roberts win probably not win the candidate for years, but rec- have had courage to produce
On a local
Stewart looking like Lucifer
Robocop, category.
ognition is not yet forthcom- Schindler's. It is not only this
slant, the Aca9fallen-from-grace
a
n
d
Consistency is hard to ask fori n ing.
year's best film, but the most
A d d a 111 's Hollywood; therefore we created
emy has failed to
But perhaps no director in film monumental cinematic achievenotice the plethora of gorgeous Family arc any indication, then the "Fallen-From-Grace" category. history has been snubbed as often ment in recent history.
women from Cleveland. We will we all need to brace ourselves for
call this our "Babes in Toyland" a parliamentary government.
Ensemble casts, or rather
category. So maybe, Halle Berry
(The Program) is no Lady singing cameo casts, have been all the
the blues, and Scan Young (Wit- rage recently. Sometimes it
ness to the Execution,) has stooped works, to wit Much Ado About
to made-for-television specials. Nothing, the feel good
But, Cleveland's favorite prog- Shakespearean production of the
eny. Debra Winger (Dangerous year. None of this "howl, howl,
Woman , Shadowlands) is really howl" business. Although Keanu
talented. And they are all so damn Reeves' horrendous performance
m Much Ado might inspire one to
good-looking.
Speaking of Shadowlands, start howling. Acting amongst
British films and British actors Kenneth Branaugh. Emma
have permanently converged upon Thompson, Deni'cl Wao;;hington,
the American movie scene. It is andRobertSeanLeonard,Reevcs
the re-invasion. We have no one wins the "Stick Out Like a Sore
to defend us except Torn Han~ Thumb" category.
(Philadelphia, Bachelor Part),
One cn&emblc cast everyone
Money Pit) and Laurence ·'do not could do without was Blue Chips,
call me Olivier" Fishburne (What ·s starring basketball player/rapper/
Love Got to Do With It, Apoca- actor Shaquillc O'Neal to whom
Courii:Sy P.tnunoun1 Plc&urc.
lypse Now).
we wish a Happy St. Patrick's
All-star cast or gratuitous cameos? You be the referee.
Americans must wonder what Day.
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Easter Island: Making music and meaning
Cleveland band hits all of the trendy spots
Miesha l. Wilson
Entertainment Editor

The well-seasoned band, Easter Island, pl ayed at the Wol f And
Pot on M arch I 0 to a crowd of
approximately 60 people. The
Wolf And Pot is a smaller venue
than the band is accustomed to.
They have performed at several
trendy Cleveland area bars, such
as the Grog Shop, Euclid Tavcrne,
and H ennessey's. They have also
played at Pepper Ridge. formerly
Turkey Ridge.
B assist, Greg Trzaska, places
the band's music wi thin the genre
of alternative. H owever, the alternative genre has been expanding and loosing any sort of distinct
meaning.
Trzaska co mpares Easter
Island' s sound with Pearl Jam and
Live (a Pittsburgh based alternative band). However, Easter Island
could probably be more likened to
the female segment of rhe alternative. The music bears similarity to Melissa Ethridge and Mac
Moore.
I n general, the band avoids an
overabundance or electric guitar.
Although the music is not purely
acoustic, it has an earthy, in touch,
almosthippyfeeling.111eydonottoy
around with the grating fi!cdback
rncket which plagues Nirvana's must
recent CD .
The vocals are free from the
existential horror howl which
typifies alternative music. Jason
Blair. lead vocalist. and Bob
Kraber, back vocalist, do amazing
harmonies. Frankly, they sound
"pretty" together.
The technical skill of the two
vocali sts might be expected because Blair has had professional
vocal training. Of course, they
have the assistance of Carl Holt
(drummer) who recejved several
years of formal musical trruning.
The final member of the five
member band is Glum Khan,
playing lead guitar. Bob Kraber
plays rhythm gwtar in addjtion to
singing back vocals. Khan is the
master-mindof the group. He
formed Easter Island more than a
year ago. The original name was

Coyote Synuromc hcforc the
newest memher~ were added.
Khan has a law !.Iegree from
Case Western Reserve Univers1ty.
The guitarist K.raherhasan M .B.A
from CWRU. The intelligence of
the entire group displays itself in
their thoughtful lyrics.
I n the band's song, entitled
"Am 1 my brother's K eeper," they
adroitly use several biblical allusions to explore the question of
community responsibi lity. The
singer wonders why one should
walk '' through the Valley of
Death" when any "broken side-

walk'' would give one enough
views of sil.kneso; and poverty
They slam the motto wrincn on
the Statue of Lihcny hy remlnl.ling the public that America is ~till
replete with the hungry and the
poor.
They even make the perceptive
point that people who forgo
community responsibility have an
easier (if not numh) existence:
"Life would be easier if I did not
care, bull do."
Trzaska explains that the lyrics
and the music of Easter I sland
come into being through a wholly

group effort Each band member
equally l:Ontrihutcs hts pari From
the moving lyrics, it i., olwtou'l
that Easter hland hus syrnpatny
for the world.
I n the thtrd song on therr tape,
they refer to the television as the
··world B ox." Bl air scnsuively
si ngs about how the television
can give one an immediate sensalton of pain and suffering while
watching the pain and suffering of
others. The soulful song relates
the modern distress over the AIDS
epidemic and the civil war i n Somal ia. However. the song is not

entirely melancholy. It hcgtn~ tn
a rejoicing Mer the collapse ofthe
Iron Curtain and the end of the
Cold War.
The populanty of this band is
sprcadrng across Cleveland and
spilling over into the tn.ddlc west.
They will play at Pepper R1dge
again on March 25 Also, they
will perform in John Carroll
Universtty's "Carrollpalloo7.a."
Hopefully, the popularity of Easter
Island marks a change in the music
listening audience: a desire for good
music coupled with a demand for a
responsible message.

Blondes bask underneath a Mexican Moon
Julie Garvl...!.-"-in.._______
Stott Writer

Concrete Blonde has hit the
pavement with their newest musical effort M exican Moon. The
question is whether they will
bounce back or fall flat. The
chance for rebound looks promising.
This album is their fifth re lease. although it is their first
venture with thejr new label,
Capitol. These veterans have not
appeared to lose any creativity in
the process of the ejght years they
have been together or through the
transition of record labels. They
continue to evolve musically while
still maintaining their distinctive
identity.
Mexi can Moon contains
thirteen songs, all of which
will l eave you contemplating
at l2ast one big question in the
universe. Ju st pick an issue
over which to brood.
This time out the band has
managed to write some quality
material for Mexican Moon. But
that is also where the problem
enters: What happens when the
voice singing is not worthy of the
lyrics?
If this album were an assignment for school, the writing and
musical composition would be
worthy of a B+. On the other hand,
the perfom1ance, namely the singing, would be hard pressed to get
aD.

The music can really jam at
times. Songs like "Jenny I Read''
and "Jesus Forgive Me (For the
things l'm About to Say)" arc
chocked full of hard guitar and
blazing melodies.
In fact, the music on Mexican Moon is a mural of diversity.
They
have
multiculture in rheir souls.
There is hard rock. acoustic
rock. progressive rock - basically, a little somethin g for
everyhody.
Even those who treasure the
music of the '60s can lind a niche
on this musical post, in such songs
as "Close to H ome" and "End of
the Line,'' which are somewhat
Bcatlcsque in 1hcir sound.
There is real Jy no doubt that
this trio is cap able of playing
great music, there does tend to
be some doubt on the vocal
front though.
The musical accomplishments
can be drowned out at times by the
groaning and moarung of vocalist/bassist Johnette Napolitano. It
has to be classi fied as somethjng
other than singing because the vocals on trus album are not rerruruscent of singing. Melodious is just
not in this band's vocabulary.
Napolitano tends to chant, talk,
whine, moan, croak, and make
any other sound imaginable other
than singing. Yet trus is not meant
to be a slam to her abilities.
She has proven in the past that

she is capable of belting out a note:
with all the other singers up there
on the charts. even the shrill and
irritating Mariah Carey. Perhaps,
this listener simply missed the ar..
tistic coup d'etat in her allempts.
on this work.
Thelyrical contcnt is even more
diverse than the mu~tc. Napolitano
writes about a multitude of issues
includingthelifeofafat..hnghcauty
queen anLI the obsessive a...pccts.
of love.
The alhum not 011ly conta111s
thematic diversity. hut it alsCl ha~.
language divesity. The Iillo! song
''Bajo La Lunc Mexicana·· is sung
in Spanish. It is the !>ccond Janguage of America. Why <ihould it
be lhc :,t.:C{1nd 1,\ngU<Ig.o.: ,,\ an 1
Napolicano has never been on
to distance herself from her work.
Her life is always nn integral part
ofher writing. Recently the singer
moved back to Los Angeles, where
she bought a house and began
volunteering for community service in effort to help those af-

feeted by the ri ots. She fits into
the l.atcgory of politically conscious women in rock and roll.
"Everyone was dissing L.A . so
bad," she says. "it was the first
rim e 1 ever felt really patriotic! I
live in one of the hardest nctghhorhoods in L.A .. and it was ei
thcr... leave for good - nr ~lick 11
out.''
Sttck it out she did, nnd in the
proccs'> she created an cmolton
ally charged set of Iynes.
Overall, Mt'\JCtm Moon ill most
has a sclm:ophrenrc 4uahty ahout
it. f- or those who love the avant"
garde or the progressive this alhum rs as good as any other to
fu I fi II those needs. Concrete
Blnnd•• ha'- h..:..:n a conw. . \cnll y
off-the -bcatcn-J)Itlli type ofBfUup•,ll~~~~~
Othcrwtsc, for rho!>c who arc
more mainstream or looking for
exquisite vocal!. thi& is not a suggested spin. If the name were not
already taken, the band might
consider changing their name to
"Extreme."
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Mtllor Oralor
lnfornialion
The Millar Orator speaks as the representative
for the Graduating Class at Commencement
The Millar Orator must be graduating in May
Applications will be sent to each Senior
and also may be obtained in the
Student Life Office
All applications and a typed copy of your speech
must be received in the Student Life Office
by Monday, March 21, 1994
Auditions will be scheduled
March 28 beginning at 5pm in the

Dean's Conference Room and
March 29 beginning at 6pm in the
Dean's Conference Room
If you have any questions,
you may contact either:
Lisa Heckman
Director of Student Activities
or
Erin Mahoney
397-5240
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Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
An overview of one of the most quickly expanding fields of psychology
Jennife~

Assistant Feo1ures Edrtor

College is a lime in which
young adults start to make career
choices and form career plan!..
Students who arc psychology
majors may wanL to consider a
career in an expanding field.
Working with victims of posttraumatic stress disorder is a
growing as well as a rewarding
field.
Post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD) was known as "shell
shock" after World War I and
after World War II as "battle fatigue." It was not officially rcc.
ogniLed by psychiatrists until
1980. This i s partly due to the
fact that a larger percent of Vietnam veterans suffered from the
disorder than did veterans of
earlier wars.
Wars are not the sole cause of
PTSD. The disorder is a natural
reaction to an abnormal event. In
most cases the event is terrifying,
uncontrollable, and overwhelms
a person's sense of safety and
security.
Traumatic stresses can result
from very different life-threatening events including natural disaster. sexual abuse or assault,
accidental disasters, shootings,
bombings, and torture, among
others.
A person who suffers from
post-traumatic stress disorder has
experienced an event that is outside the range of normal human

experience that would certainly
be distressing to almost anyone.
There arc three clustcrc: of
symptoms associated with PTSD.
The first is a reexperiencing cluster, in which there arc recurrent
and intrusive recollections of the
event and dreams or nightmares
of the trauma.
A victim may experience
flashbacks, which are episodes of
illusions, hallucinations, and
feelings of actually reliving the
experience. There may also be
intense psychological distress
when"'a person is exposed to situations that symbolize or resemble
an aspect of the traumatic event.
The anniversary of the event
may bring discomfort to the sufferer. The sound of rain may
upset a flood survivor, and the
sound of the helicopter can disturb a Vietnam veteran.
T he second cluster of symptoms is behavioral avoidance or
emotional numbing. Victims often auempt to avoid thoughts or
feelings associated with the
trauma. They avoid activities and
situations that may impart recol lections of the trauma. There
may be an inability to recall important aspects of the experience.
A person who suffers from
post-traumatic stress disorder
may feel detached from others or
unable to have an intimate relationship. They may have pessimistic views about their future in
that they don't expect to have a

Question
of
the
week:
What is your
biggest pet
peeve?

career. marriage, family, or a long
life.
The tina! cluster of events
centers around increased physiological arousal. A victim may
have difficulty sleeping or concentrating. They may have increases in blood pressure, pulse
rate, Irritability. outbursts of anger, and other physiOlogical reactivity. For example, a woman
who was raped in an elevator may
break out in a sweat when entering an elevator.
These clusters of symptoms
indicate that there is a large personality and social impairment
evidenced in post-traumatic stress
disorder. The duration of the
symptoms must be experienced
at least one month before the disturbance can be rccogni;ed as
PTSD.
Se.,cral factors may affect the
intensity and duration of a
survivor's post traumatic stress
response. These include personality characteristics. coping skills.
the availability and utili;ation of
support systems, and the characteristics of the post-traumatic environment.
Not all people involved in
traumatic events develop the disorder. It is still unclear why some
people evidence signs of the disorder and others seem to function
successfully.
There arc numcrou~ treatment~
used to assist sufferers of PTSD.
The goal of therapy is to help the

individual process their traumatic
event and to reduce the symp
toms and the disturbance of the1r
soc1allife. relationshipS, identity.
and day to day functioning.
Common treatment approaches include Individual psychotherapy. cogn it 1ve-beha v10r
therapy, group therapy, marital
and family therapy, and drug
therapy. The type of therapy used
compliments the individuals'
specific needs and treatment ob
Jectives.
Cognitive therapy may extin
guish irrational styles of thmk
ing, while medicauon may serve
to reduce the phys1ologic reacti v
11y to the trauma A group ap
proach can prov1de the opportu
nity to enhance trust, decrease
isolation and 1ncrease the social
support of the v1~·tim.
Dr. Martha Clower, a part ume
psychology professor at John
Carroll University, also works
with victims of post-traumauc
stress disorde1 at the Veterans
Administration p,ychiatric Hos
pttal in Brecksv1llc.
She has seen PTSD manifest
itself in the mdividunl in many
different ways. The disorder can
develop right after the traumatic
event occurs or there can be a
latency period. She had one pa
tient who didn't evidence signs
oft he disorder unul45 years after
the occurrence ol the traum.thC
even I.
Dr. Clower's specialty is m

geriatrics. There seems to be a
connection between delayed cases
of post-traumatic stress disorder
and the aging process.
As a person ages and their
biological functioning begins to
decline, they may experience a
loss of control over their hves
that was vi tal to them. This IS
especially evident in the case of
prisoners of war, who desperate! y
need to feel in control of there
lives. When this control dimlntshes they ma) begin to relive
their traumauc experience wh1ch
haunts the1r past.
Patients at the VA Hospital
are often there because they can't
afford carecl-;ewherc. Dr. Clower
said, " I hke knowing that I am
giving quality care to someone
who truly needs it."
Workmg wtth victims of posttraumatiC stress disorder j, very
'atisfymg and demandmg work
To be compctltlve in th1s f1eld,
psychology majors should expect
to do some graduate work c1ther
at the masters or doctoral level
Because the d1sorder was only
professionally defined appro\1
mately I 5 years ago there is still
much to be discovered about the
disorder
Students thinkmg about their
career plans 111 the field of psy
chology should consider the f1eld
of post-lraumattc stress di'IOrdcr
bcc au-.c th~:; n111ur~ of \he d1o.,mtlcr

has left inilriJ p~
be pieced rogether.

Rochelle Ram beldo

David Patch

Michelle Beverick

Freshman

Junior

Sophomore

"When people crack
their gum."

"Ignorant people."

•Blue eyeshadow."

Elena Florence

Margaret Znidarsic

Mike Coerner

junior

Sophomore

Sophomore

"People who drive
slow."

"My roommate."

•The food and penalty
laps for baseball•
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~-Patrick' s

Day, a celebration of culture through parades,

festivities, and dance, commemorates the Irish-American heritage.
Most Americans associate the day with shamrocks, leprechauns, and
green drinks, but the Iri sh consider the day a religious holiday.
The church is the focus of St. Patrick's Day in Ireland. The Irish
honor the birthday of this saint because he converted the Celts during
the fifth century and spread Christianity in Ireland. He is responsible
for the beginning of their faith.
As a national holiday, schools and most businesses are closed.
The Irish will celebrate mass, watc h the parade or go to the pub for
traditional music. The Irish families do not usually entertain in their
homes so they rely on the pubs for social occasions.
"St. Patrick's Day is a celebration of old paganism and modem
religion and Irish nationalism," said Thomas Campbell, former history
professor at Cleveland State University. "There is a wide acceptance
because it marks the end of winter and better times ahead. St. Patrick's
Day is the coming of Spring."
"He [St. Patrick) was the Mother Theresa of his day," said Nell
Buckley, a member of the Cleveland Gaelic Society and a descendant
of Ireland.

of Irish writers and historic figures. ''The first immigrants could not
even dream of producing such successful members of society like
skater Nancy Kerrigan, politician Robert Kennedy, poet Seamus Heaney
and U.S. senate candidate Mary Boyle," said Campbell.
"[Writers] James Joyce and William Butler Yeats, should be
The4entbu8iasm-metelflel&«<tiM.,t.'Ptlfttt::Vw~atdntNAeeect remembered and associated with Ireland,"said Kevin McGinty, artistic
the large number of Irish-Americans in the area. According to director of the Cleveland Irish Players theater group. "We should
Campbell, half a million people of Irish background live in the remember Protestants like [political leader] Charles Stewart Parnell
Cleveland area. The Iri sh, next to the German population, are the and [writer] Sean O'Casey."
The first immigrants did not celebrate their heritage because they
largest in Cleveland.
The first Irish immigrants were poor outcasts of the community. were trying to adapt to American ways. As a result, some traditions
The Catholics were not accepted in the Anglo-Saxon community. were saved but many were lost. Certain images like leprechauns and
Parades on the West Side developed as the Irish became more accepted shamrocks became the symbols of their heritage.
"The shamrock [and) shillelagh were the only images they had
in the society. As the celebration grew the parade moved downtown.
because
they had no history of their heritage," McGinty said.
St. Patrick's Day IS a time to also remember the accomplishments
In Cleveland the parade this year was expected to attract over
Soo, ooo people downtown. Representing John Carrol I University
were members of the Irish Club and the Iota Chi Upsilon fraternity.
Now St. Patrick's Day traditions in the United States spark
celebrations and controversy " It started as a religious holiday and
now it is more of a release ... the last thing people thtnk. about is St.
Patrick as a celebration ol Chnstianity ," said McGint}.
Drinking excessively is often associated with the day but this
is not what the celebration is anout. "It is one day during Lent when
you can celebrate but overindulging [with alcohol I is not the way
it is intended,'' said Buckley .
.. Drinking is not characteristic of Ireland ... Campbell said.
Celebration.., tn some cit1e.., have stopped because of the
controversy over who can march in the parade. Organizers of the
Boston parade canceled the event after a state court ruled they
could not bar a lesbian and gay group from marching. In New York
City gay and lesbian applications was denied for the third
consecutive year.
Campbell and McGinty do not see the harm of allowing the
groups to march. "There are gays in Ireland," Campbell said.
JunatiK., Holley
"If they march within guidelines what harm is there in it,"
The Murphy Irish Dancers perform the traditional ethinic
McGinty said. "The Christian principles of St. Patrick seem to be
dancing for John Carroll alumni at the East Side Irish
American Club on March 4.
thrown out the window."
Parades and celebrations have changed over time but the day
still remains a reflection of Irish culture and heritage. Beyond
contoversy, March 17 is a celebration of spring, Christianity, St.
Patrick and the accomplishments of the Irish people.
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Glimpses of Irish
Architecture
and Landscape
The Markee Castle (top) was built in gothic
style during the fifteenth century in Co. Sligo,
Ireland.
(Clock wise) Only a few of the traditional
homes with thatched roofs remain in Ireland.
(Left) The jagged Cliffs of Moher descend to
the Atlantic waters below.
(Right) The Klyemore Abbey, a women's
boarding school, was founded by the Sisters
of Mercy.

Layout and text by Carolyn Sennett
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World Views at a Glance
U.S.-India relations turn sour
John-Thor Dahlburg
a:> 1993. Los Angeles Times

~-

NEW DELHI, India - One
country is the world· s most
populous democracy, the other its
wealthiest. Both cast off the yoke
of the same colonial power but
kept its language. One has the
biggest free-market economy, the
other is moving in the same directi on.
Why, then, have relations between India and the United States
seemed so sour lately?
President
K.R.
Vice
Narayanan, who was his country's
envoy to Washington in the early
1980s, is said to have observed
that India and the United States
are nations divided by the same
political system. And Dennis Kux ,
a career Foreign Service officer.
pointedly titled his new history of
Indo-U.S. relations, "Estranged
Democracies."
Superficially, events over the
past six months seem to bear them
out.
In October, the top U.S. offi-

cia! for India, Assistant Secretary
of State Robin Raphe! - a former
diplomat in New Delhi, a friend of
President Clinton and the first head
of the State Department's new
Bureau for South Asian Affairs made some remarks on the sensitive issue of separatism in the
northern Indian state of Kashmir.
Kashmir joined India 47 years
ago because of a maharaja's wish.
When Raphe! suggested that might
not be enough to grant India perpetual title, Indian correspondents
treated her off-the-record comment as tantamount to a U.S.
statement putting India' s territorial wholeness in doubt.
Two months later, the White
House added fuel to an antiAmerican blaze already raging in
Indian dailies. A form letter to a
pro-secessionist Kashmiri group,
bearing Clinton's signature, said,
"I look forward to working with
you and others to help bring peace
10 Kashmir." In another missive
to a congressman.about conflict in
the Indian state of Punjab - cradle

of the Sikh minority and also home
to a secession drive-Clinton wrote
of the need to safeguard "Sikh
rights."
A gleeful band of Sikhs who
accuse India's Hindu majority of
genocideoftheirpeoplebestowed
on Clinton the honorary title of
"nawab." But much of the Indian
establishment fumed at what they
interpreted as Washington's trafficking with ils enemies. The Press
Trust oflndia said that a "virulent
group ofanti-Indian officials" had
grabbed control of U.S. policy.
The Pakistani high commissioner,
Riaz Khokhar, noted with amused
satisfaction that he was no longer
the most unpopular person in
Delhi .
But the outrage of journalists,
politicians and participants in orchestrated protests on the broad
streets n.·ar the U.S. Embassy is
just one t! 1eme in the schizophrenic
story oft..S.-lndian relations these
days.
On the positive side, more than
$1 billion in new U.S. investment

was approved by the Indian govemmentlastyear-morethan in all
the other years since Indian independence combined. Two-way
trade was around $7 billion.
U.S. and Indian diplomats are
co-sponsoring U.N. resolutions on
controlling weapons proliferation;
last year the two navies held their
first joint exercise.
Much of the sound and fury
may be a last gasp of the antiAmericanism that was once rife in
the Indian political and foreign
policy establishment. To many,
the United States was the architect
of Union Carbide's deadly plant,
which exploded, in Bhopal and,
most worrisome of all, an ally of
archfoe Pakistan.
Some Indian journalists blame
their colleagues assigned to
Washington or the foreign affairs
beat for blowing largely harmless
remarks out of proportion.
"They don't understand what
they're writing about,'' said
Subhash Chakravarti, diplomatic
editor of the prestigious Times of

Bosnian settlement excludes Serbs
G'.ator J. Wiflla m s

a:> 1994. Los Angeles Times

VIENNA, Austria - A U.S.brokered plan to redesign BosniaHerzegovina has been drafted on
the assumption that Bosnian Serb
rebels who sparked the war two
years ago want no part of any new
alliance, American officials conceded Monday.
Washington's acknowledgment that Serb nationalists are
likely to insist on territorial autonomy from the emerging new
Bosnia signaled that American
officials, who had opposed previous peace plans based on ethnic
division, now see partition as inevitable.
''The Serbs will have to

decide what they want to do.
The federation is certainly
open to them," said a senior
U.S. official.
But he said the 52-page constitution put together in 10 days
of negotiations at the U.S. Embassy here envisions a two-faction
federation - Croats and Muslims
-and would have to be rewritten,
if Serbs unexpectedly agreed to
join in.
Another source close to the
negotiations said the American
strategy in reuni ting Bosn ia's
Croats and Muslims has been
to strengthen their position in
the struggle to get Serb gunmen to withdraw from territory
designated for Bosnian gov-

ATTENTION: CINCINNATI
AREA STUDENTS
The 1994 Xavier summer sessions bulletin of classes &
workshops Is now available. Undergraduate & graduate level
courses offered in the areas of arts and sciences, business,
education, professional studies and social sciences.
Session dates: May 16 -June 23 & July 5 - August 11
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513/745·4381

Xavier U11wer.rily is a11 academic et''"'"waily CO/ItmUitd Ia tqual opport~~~tity for
all per.roM regardlt.r.r of age, .ru, race, religio11, holldicap, 01' IIDiiOflQ/ origi11.

ernment or Croatian control in
18 month s of earlier -peace
talks in Geneva. Art hose talks,
mediated by Lord Owen of the
Eu ropean Union and special
U.N.
e n voy
Th o r va ld
Stol tenberg, the three warring
fact ions agreed to a theoretical
territorial division.
Under that formu la, which
American officials here are also
using as a partitioning basis, the
Muslim-led government would
have sovereignty over33.5 percent
of Bosnia, 17.5 percent would go
to the Croats and 49 percent to the
Serbs, who now occupy 70 percent.
U.S. officiaJs say they are
committed to seeing the new
Croat-Muslim federation recover
all 51 percent of territory jointly
awarded them in Geneva, although they decline to say what
the United States or the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization

might do to force a Serb rollback.
Mediators appear convinced
that the Serbs will eventually see
the wisdom of giving up about
one-third of the territory they bave
conquered, in return for a peace
settlement that would allow them
to annex the rest of their war spoils
to neighboring Serbia. Assurances
have also been made by the
Americans that severe U.N. sanctions imposed on Serbia for instigating the Serb rebellion in Bosnia
will be eased or lifted if peace is
restored.
In announcing late Sunday that
the Vienna talks had produced a
draft constitution, the American
diplomat overseeing the talks said
the next step would be to workout
an overall Bosnian settlement,
which would have to gain the approval of the rebel Serbs.Muslim
state sandwiched between a
Greater Serbia and a Greater
Croatia.

GRAND OPENING

India. India's leaders are said to
be unfazed.
'The government at the top is
more inclined to look at the opportunities rather than the problems,"
a high-ranking U.S. diplomat said.
On the most important issue for
Prime Minister P.V. Narasimha
Rao's government, economic reform, U.S. support has been
steadfast and tangible.
In their most charitable interpretation, lndians say Clinton administration officials are proving
inept at gelling their message
across. The image they arecasti ng,
intentionally or not. from across
the ocean ends up affecting the
real stuff of relations as Indians
get irked and demand that their
government do something.
"You'd be ill advised to underestimate the depth ofpublic sentiment on
thisissue,''ForeignSecretary Krishnan
Srinivasan cautioned an American
jownalisL
Two weeks ago, Home Affairs
Minister S.B. Chavan told Parliament
that theUnited Stillesislooking out for
itsowninterests in K.ashmirand implied
that all the talk about human rightS
from Washington is a smoke screen.
His blistering remarks drew an expression of displbasure the next day
from the top U.S. diplomat in Delhi,
Charged' Affaires Kenneth C. Brill.
Brill is highly regarded by Indians, but the facl that since March
1993, he and nol. a full-fledged ambassador has represented the United
States in New Delhi is another cause
of estrangement.
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Baseball, apple pie and Disney:
American dreams that went abroad
Kevin Bachman _ __
Assistant World View Editor

Mickey Mouse singing 1n
Japanese'!
In contrast with the fiscal disastcroutsidc Pans known asEuro
Disneyland, on the other side of
the globe,Tokyo Disneyland
continues to flourish even as Japan experiences its worst economic times since the end of
World War II.
Tokyo Disneyland has sur-

passed the Magic Kingdom in
Lake Buena Vista, Florida in total
attendance last year. reporting 16
million visitors to the park. While
the Lake Buena Vista complcll
contains the Magic Kingdom at
Wall Disney World, Epcot Center, and MGM Studios which has
an attendance rate of over 32 million people, the achievements of
Tokyo Disneyland cannot be understated.
The dwarfs and Cinderella and

Peter Pan have apparently taken
the Far East by storm, as the parent company. The On ental l.and
Company, had profits over $202
million last year, compared w1th
the ncar$ I billion dollar IO!>S that
the Paris park generated .
But while the park 1s Japanese, the American culture is st ill
prevalent. Tne park is a repI ica of
the theme park in Lake Buenn
Vista. The park incorporates the
Wild West and Adventurcland

headquartered in Lake Buena
Vista is not n principal owner, but
does rcce1ve royalties. The fi nancial dec1sion not to become
one of the princ1pal owners however. has been a financial blow ro
the Corporation in light of the
huge deficits piled up from the
Euro Disneyland in Paris.
The comparison of the two
parks have been night and day for
the Disney Corporation. leaving
officals scratching their heads as
to what possibly went wrong with
the Paris park. and how to incorporate the successes of the Tokyo
park not only in Europe, but in
illegal cigarettes takes effect, they the American parks as well.
lronically, as exc1ted as the
must buy the cigarettes at higher
prices which obviously means Disney officials were concerning
they must sell them at higher the opening of the Paris part... the
Tokyo plan went through years
prices.
The fines on not only the seller of revisions and modifications
but the buyer have substantially before construction was even
increased, making it fruitless to started. All told. it was 9 years
continue the pracuce which hus from the beginning of the prOJCCt
been so practical over the years. until the park opened m 1983.
Tokyo Dh.ney 1s looking to
Whatever the effect is, it
open
its shares to the pubhc with
will obviously have a great
an
intital
public offering someeffect on the smokers anti the
time
1n
the
ncar future. They
sellers of the contraband t<;lapparently
wish
to expand as Walt
bacco. It remains to be seen
Disney
World
did in the early
whether the Camorra will have
1980's
with
Epcot
Center, proenough power to halt the crack.posing
a
mannc
park
down, but they sure will try.
White Walt D1sney World has
obviously undcrcslimatcd the

themes, along with the other traditional Disney scenes and characters.
The Oriental l .and Company
and certainly the top officials 1n
the Walt Disney World CorpomLion have underesllmated the potential market. The company 1s
still principally held oy the Mitsui
Real Estate Development Company and the Keisei Clectric Railway Company.
The Walt Dis ney Corporation,

Contraband cigarettes keep mafia in Italy
Kevin Bachman

Assistant World Vie'-'-w-E=--d-it_o_r- -

In Naples, Italy, the government has embarked on a concentrated effort to eliminate the contraband cigarette trade in Rome
which is probably Mafia controlled but ironically, it has received strict opposition from the
people.
In a town where the official
unemployment rate is listed as
33%, many, many people make
their living selling cigarettes
which have been smuggled past
the border.
The Camorra, the local organized crime operation, is believed

to control most of this illegal
activity. The Camorra has traditionally dealt in these kinds of
illegal activities, but has also provided a steady income to the
thousands of the 300,000 whom
have no reported job.
The reason for the smuggling,
and the increased influence of
organized crime syndicates all
across Italy is the state controlled
monopoly on products such as
cigarettes. If the federal government did not instill such high
taxes on products such as
cigarettes in the first place, there
would not be an operation such as
the Mafia with the money,

distribution, or the political
influence to smuggle and sell
cigarettes at lower prices than the
government.
Also upset by the crackdown
arc the tobacco store owners. In
foreign countries, there arc hundreds of stores which exclusively
sell cigarettes, cigars. and other
tobacco products. Because tobacco is their only product, they
cannot raise the price of their
other products to compensate for
the loss of revenue because of
higher tobacco prices as
convenience stores or grocery
stores in America can do.
And as the crackdown on

East Asian studies to a-ward m.em.orial prize
Jeff WalkeJ_ _ _ _ __
Wortd View Editor

The East Asian Studies program has establis hed the Fr. Richard J. Schuchert Memorial Prize
in East Asian studies. The prize
will be awarded annually to a
student who has completed at least
two years of an East Asian language with at least a 3.0 G.P.A. in
those courses and has been an
active participant in East Asian
activities. Secondary considerations in the Committee's decision

will be the student's overall G.P.A.
a~d completion of the East Asian
Studies concentration. The prize
will consist of a certificate and a
small cash award. This year's winner
will be announced at the Mitsui
Distinguished Lecture on April 14.
The prize was established in
memory ofFr. Richard J. Shuchert,
a Toledo native who taught linguistics in the English department
at John Carroll from I962-1979.
Prior to coming to JCU, he spent
12 years in Japan as a teacher and

missionary. His developing interest
in Japan led him to study the language
intensively, and he began work on his
translation of The Life of Jesus by
Catholic author Shusaku Endo.
After coming to Carroll, he
maintained his interest in Japanese even after his retirement. He
worked establish John Carroll's
East Asian Studies program in
1987.Beforehisillnessandsubsequcnt
death, in 1992, Fr. Schuchert donated
his extensive collection of East Asian
books to Grasselli Library.

The East Asian s~ Advisoty

Comrnitteebelievcsiti.sfittingtohon(lf
Fr. Schuchert's contributions to John
Carroll and to the teaching ofJapanese
by naming this new award after
him.Srudentsmay apply forlhisaward
directly to the EasLAsian Studies Advisory Committee.. or may be nominated by others of the John Carroll
commtmity. This year's nominations
shouldbesubrnittedtolhcCommittee
in care of Susan Long, East
AsianCoordinator, 397-1685, by
March 25, 1994.

potenllal carn1ngs of T okyo
U1 ·nc ,It hupc
\:r
~
I he planned expansion to potiSib y

.-t ·

share in the financial successes
Tokyo Disney has had 1n the last
10 years and looks to have in the
future.

Happy St. Patrick's Day!
\. lA v
Wr'\A
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ALT. 2248 LeeRd, Cleveland Hts

Ph.# 321-3755
Alternative, Rap, Techno, T-Shirts
7529 Mentor Ave, Mentor

Ph.# 975-9570
Metal, Rock, Comic Books.
and T-Shirts

$6.98 Cassette
$9.98 CD

$8.98 Cassette

$7.98 Cassette

$12.98 CD

$H.98 CD

,,

On-Campus Course~
Summer 1: May to - June 24
Summer 2. June 13 -July 15
Summer 3: June 27 - Aug. 5
Summcr4: July IR- Aug. 19 (O:o;fordonly)
Rcgisuauon bcgms March I

And, over 100 workshops on-campus
and off-campus in the U.S. and places likeBahamas • Beli:e • Bra:il • China • Costa Rica
Czechoslovakia • England • France • Germany
Italy • Mexico ., Spain ... and more!
For more mfurmation call :
(513) 529·3303 (0'\hlnJ)
(513) H63 ·H833 (I lamJlton)
(513) 4::!4-4444 (MtJtllctm\ n)

f>f

Kristin Hersh

Don't Miss Out!

ELVIS COSTELLO
Brutal Youth

Miami University: Equal opportunity in education and employment..
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The Psychology behind
the Citibank Classic Visa card: The
emotional security of the Photocard, now with No Annual Fee.
The Citibank Classic Visa

instill~

in students

feeling~

of safety,

~ecurity,

and general well ness

not unlike those experienced in the womb. Therefore, it is the mother of all credit cards.
en Some experts attribute these feelings to the Citibank Photocard, the first credit card

with you r photo on it. A voice inside says, "This is me, really

--

me." (As opposed to, "Who the heck is that?"-a common
response to the photo on one's Student ID.) It's an immediate form of ID, a boost to your self-image.
Subject sufferingfmm
Credit Card Theft Nen'OSa.

~[

Of course if

your card is ever lost or stolen and a stranger is prevented
from using it, you'll feel exceptionaay good (showing no
signs of Credit Card Theft Nervosa).

~~

Other experts point

to other services. such as The Lost Waller~ Service that can
replace your card usually within 24 hours. Or the 24-Hour
Sui~Jl'U after receil•ing

CiLibank
Cla.\:'iic Visa Photocard.

Customer Service line, your hotline if you will, for any

card-related anxiety whatsoever.
~rviccs ~ou

The Monarch· Notes Version:
The Citiban k Classic card
gives students no annual fee,

~~

Further analysis reveals three services that protect the

peace of mind, protection

make on the Citibank Classic Visa card, at no additional cost. 1. Buyers

against Freud-or rather fraud
-and a low rate. Apply today.

Security"" can cover them against accidental damage, fire or theft, for 90 days from the date
of purchase' (preventing, of course, Insecurity). 2. Citibank Lifetime Warranty""allows one
to extend the warranty for the expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years.2
3. And Citibank Price Protection assures you of the best price. You need only see the same
item advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank will refund the difference up
to $150' (hence no Post Purchase Depression). en Special student savings are particularly
therapeutic. For example, you can receiv.e a $20 Airfare Discount3 on any domestic flight.
(Case studies indicate that a Fear of Flying is overcome when Spring Break in su nny Florida
is a possibility.) Not to mention savings on mail order purchases, sports equipment, magazine~
say~

and music: a low variable

intcre~t rate-~

of 15.-l% and No Annual Fee. 91 Suffice it to

you'll have a cred1t card you can depend on while building a credit card history. So. call

1-800-CITIBANK

(1-~00-248-4226),

extension 19. to apply over the phone (students don't

need a job or cosigner) or to have your photo added
to you r Citibank Classic Visa card. 91 If we say that a
sense of Identity

i~

the first component of the Citibank
~128

Classic Visa card, a sense of Security the second, and

0012

3~Sb 18~0

VISA

a sense of Autonomous Will from your newfound
financial independence the third, don't be crazy. .. Call.

Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.

' CM;aan 1.'0ftll11•"•~ "'"' cu.k.l...,.._, rappl) Pk•'<' relet to )UUr Surnn~ry ~ AddttiOI\oll Prot,..mln~nwiOn.. &~" Sn:unt) '-" uftderv,.tJUC'n b) lbt Zufll'tllnttfn;atiOn:Ll UK ltmtted ·crrtatn IT'-ttK"ttOn..' and hm1ta&ton'

epp~,. Lndcnl-t1Ur"n b) the~ Hirt~.tu~ ln.w,.~ C~n) Sef.,.tet hk <'.,pcctancy ,.~ra by produe1 and.~ aa lea.~ tht m1n1mum N<iotd on mlltl mduiOU) data Dttad' Of COio'Cilq:C arc 3\~llabit: tn )OUr Summar)
o1 Addu101tal P'rtlttram Jnlorm..uot~. '()(fu c.-\ptl'b H)().l94 Mmtmum ~~ p.I~\C pnl"'t" ., StOO. ReN.tf'\ art (41 C'"tnt..,.nl.. ~udcm 1.:4rdmc-mbcn. on 1dc'h '''utd b) ISE Fhghh onl) ~Annual Ptn.'ef\ta~ Ralt
tOr putd\&se~ ~ ti4'*- u o/119-4 and m.r, \'It) quan('rl) 1lw: Annual Prtttttl"'t Ra.1~ b ca\oh ~"~ I> 19.8'1 If~ fin.Jncc- cha'J" ., unp.~·d. tht smntn)\.lrn ~SO C'f'"ftl\. ~ ~an -'dJLt()O.Jf htW'K't ~rgc fOr c..-h
ca.~ advantlf lrlJhiC'liOn equ~.J to~ d che amnunc d tach c.a\h .tvi~Kt: 11'11~100. ~. r1 .-111 no1 ~ Jr..., th.al'l $.200 or &rt"IIC't 1h.1:n 510.00 MaN~ Nut~ are pubhWd b) l\1QNrd1 Pre<.;., a dnl\tOn of
S.moo & S."""-"'r. 1 Pa~nt Cum.,..null<>~» C-ny li><d lot p<rmo-.- ul 111< pubi..tl<t C11oblllk c,.du C'lltcl. &r< ._,....w 1Jt Ci1ol>on~ (Sclonh Dll<.olu NA. Cl994 Cnibon~ !South IM.<ll•~ N.A M"mb<r FDIC

Call 1-800-CITIBANK
(1-800-248-4226 ), ext. 19.
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JCU fresman cultivates heritage
Nathalie Lacou=tu=r_,
e_ _ _
Profiles Editor

Every year on St. Patrick's Day
people don whatever green articles
of clothing they own, drink their
green beer, celebrate from morning until night and become Irish
just for the day. However, Nikki
Nicholas, a freshman at John
Carroll University, cul tivates her
Irish heritage all year
round.
Nicholas, who has an
Irish heritage on both sides
ofherfamily, teacheslrish
dancing in the Murphy
Hall bunkhouse at
9:00p.m. to any students
who are interested.
As a child, Nicholas
and her parents would go
to the Irish music festivals
and celebrations in the
Cleveland area, and in
199Jthey visited relatives
in Ireland and learned even
more about the culture.
After being exposed to
the people and traditions
in Ireland, she became interested in the music and
Nikki
dancing that are so much
a part oflrish history and celebrations.
Nicholas enrolled in the Peggy
O'Donnell SchoolofDancing two
years ago to learn the Irish art of
Ceili dancing. Since then, she has
perfonned with her dance class at
various Irish festivals, and they
won lirst place at an Irish dance
"feis" or competition.
Ceili dancing is differem from
Irish step dancing in that it is usually social, not competitive.

"When Irish people got together
way back when, they'd do Ceili
dancing," said Nicholas.
ln order to Ceili dance, there
are two basic steps to Jearn, called
sevens and threes. Dancers are
sometimes in line fonnations that
weave in and out. and partners
swing each other around while
holding hands. Squaredancing in

Nicholas
the United States is belived to be
derived from Ceili.
The idea to teach a class on
Ceili was not originally what Nicholas had in mind. It all started
when she and a friend, Aileen
Masterson, were having fun and
dancing in the halls of Murphy. A
resident assistant asked them to
stop dancing, or to find a place
where they wouldn' t be heard.
They movedinto the Murphy
bunkhouse and were surprised to

see that other students were
intersted in learningtoCeilidance.
"Most of the people in the class
are girls from Murphy, but we
have some people from East too.
The funny thing is, some aren't
even Irish," said Nicholas.
Nicholas believes that the best
way for Irish-Americans to get in
touch with theircuhure is to attend
the Irish festivals that are held
throughout the Cleveland area year
round, not jwa on St. Patrick· s
Day. She said ...St. Patrick's Day
is bigger in the U.S. than in Ire
land. Over there people arc Irish
all the time, so it is considered
more of a holy day. Here people
arc Irish for just one day."
Nicholas is also familiar with
the music of Ireland and the instruments that arc played. She
plays traditional Irish instruments
such as the mandolin, penny
whistle, and bodhran (Irish drum).
She said, "Irish songs are beautiful and play the role of the storyteller. If you listen to the words.
they teach you so much about the
history."
TheCeili dance classes are held
in Mwphy every week, and even
though Nicholas has regular students, she would like to see even
more peopleculti vating their Irish
heritage more than just once a
year.

C mpus
Spotlight
Name: Kristen Liberati
Year: Freshman
Hometown: Pittsburgh, PA
Major· U ndectdcd
Interests: Aerobics, re-nnis.
sleeping, hanging out with my
roommates
Something people don't
know about me: "My eyes
aren't really green and I put
mayo on my french fries.''
Pet peeves: Dirty rooms,
smelly bathrooms, cabdrivers
who take the long route, boys
who peg their jeans.
Something you could teach a
class on: Traveling
Favorite movie: The Breakfast Club
Favorite book: The Firm
Favorite animal: Monkeys
Best movie quote: ''I gave her
my heart and she gave me her
pen." Say Anything

Best thing about JCU: Weekends
Worst thing about JCU: Hrc
alam1s
Three thin~!> you'll atwny:. fincl
in m~· refrigerator: Shrimp
cocktail sauce. Lit cream, and a
block of icc
lfl wasn't in college, I'd be: A
stewanlcss
Best vacation: ··with my family
in Bermuda. We had no televi·
sion and no phone!"
Most embarrassing moment:
··walking out of the bathroom at
a party with a stream of toilet
paper stuck to my shoe."

Where I'll be in 20 years: 'Til
have 4 kids. a husband, working
in hotel management, and owning a travel agency.''
Motto: "Don 'I follow where the
path may lead, go instead where
there is no path and leave a trail."

How is STUDENT
SERVICES, Inc.
Different from a
Financi al Ald ..--.... ,~.,.

Realities of dealing with AIDS
Janet Watters
Stoff Reporter

Two representatives from the
Open House, a local support center for HIV victims, family, and
friends, gave a presentation entitled ''Women and AIDS" last
Wednesday night at John Carroll
University's Murphy Hall.
Dr. Paula Britton and Sr.
Marian Durkin described the various programs offered by the Open
House, including massages. grief
counseling, group support sessions, and art therapy.
The Open House began its programs for HIV victims and those
who are a part of their immediate
support system in July, 1993.
Current! y, the center serves 50-60
clients, most of whom arc male
homosexuals. However, Durkin
said, "More and more we are
seeing women with HJV seeking
help."
A video taped interview of an
HIV positive mother was shown.
which emphasized not only the
ignomace about the transmission
of the disease, but also the overwhelming difficulties victims of
HIV face once they become aware
of their condition.
The young mother's story hit
home for the audience in Murphy
Hall, particularly because she acquired the virus through unprotected intercourse while in col-

lege. Her unsuspecting carelessness in the past cost her not only
her own life, but that of her HIV
positive daughter as well.
Britton, a psychologist and
graduate professor at JCU, conducted an exercise with volunteers from the audience in which a
college student discovers she is
HIV positive.
Students were asked to give
examples of issues they felt would
surface upon the discovery of a
positive HIV test. Examples included infonning family members and friends and dealing with
reaction, deciding whether to continue with school, money for
treatment of problems caused by
the disease, notifying past and
future sexual partners, and the
temptation of suicide.
Britton wanted to emphasize
the need for sensitivity and understanding when dealing with an
individual struggling with HIV.
Durkin described the plight of
an HIV positive mother who frequents the center with her young
daughter. The mother, she said,
"Keepsgoingforherbaby'ssake.''
The Open House. located at
2460 Fainnount Blvd. #311 in
Cleveland Hts., is a non-profit
organization. For more information, call the center at 229-6722.
Donations are appreciated and are
as tax deductible.

CALL Toll-FREE 24 Hours for a Brochure:

1·800-497·0089 Ext.ll70
RESULTS GUARANTEED!

STUDENT SERVICES. Inc. has a d;:ttabank
of over 180.000 listings for scholarships. fellowships. grarrts and
loans. representing BIWONS of dollars In private sector fulndlng.
We can provide you with a Jist of funding sources most ap,pr~
priate to your background and educational goals.
Student Services. Inc. 6124 North Milwaukee Avenue •
1160646

STUDENT SERVICES, Inc.
epeclall:ree In private
ttctor funding from
corporations, memorial•.
trusts, foundations,
religious groups, and
many other philanthropiC
organizations.
As state and federal
funding sources continue
to face serious cutbacks,
private sector funding is
expected to grow even
faster than In the past.
STUDENT SERVICES, Inc.
has current, up-to-date
Information that provides
an Intelligent alternative
to traditional state and
federal funding sources;
at the very least, they
raprnent a significant
supplement to
government funding.

Ever Get Somebody Totallly Wasted?
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Public relations and advertising pros advise students
Liggett-Stashower professionals talk one-on-one with Carroll students
Joanne Mosser

"'if'ness I:CI 101
~--Last Thursday. the American
MarketingAssociation in\ ned t\\ o

representatives from LiggcllSta,hower to ~peak \\ith students
about careers in public relations
and advertising
The speakers, Rick DeChant,
Vice President and Senior Prob'Tam
Manager of Public Relations and
Gus Skalkos, Vice President and
Account Supervisor of Advertising spoke to the students for three
hours about their careers and how
they came to be in the positions
they are in today.
Liggett-Stashower, one of the
largest consolidated full service
advertising and public relations
companies in Ohio, has grown
75% in the last six years. A few of
its more popular accounts are
Dairy Mart Corporation, The Little
Tikes Company, The Original
Cookie Company and Hot Sam
Companies, Inc., Sears Optical,
Sherwin Williams (Cuprinol), The
Avenue at Tower City Center, Mt.
Si nai
Medical
Center,
BFGoodrich, Deloitte & Touche,
Cleveland Electric Illuminating
Company, and GTE Mobilnet.
Rick DeChant, an alumn1 of
John Carroll, began his career with
WJW-TVR, producing the noon
and 6 p.m. news. He moved to
Cleveland Electric Hlummating
Company to become the media
relations teP!esentati ve and company spokesperson for controversial issues before going to Liggett-

Stashower Puhlic Relations.
DeChant is also a Lieutenant 111
the Coast Guard Reserve and
served as the spokcsper,on for
Cleveland reporters during the
Persian Gulf Crisis.
Gus Skalkos began h1s career
wuh BFGoodrich Ti r~ Company
as a marketing manager 111 the
mternational di vision. After
BFGoodrich,
Skalkosworked
for a major intemationaJ oil
corporation
producing advertisingandarranging a massive three-year
campajgn. He
brought us
what is now
known as BP
Oil Company.
With their
ex t ens i ve
background,
DeChant and
Skalkos were
DeChant and
able to walk
the students up
the ladder of success in public
relations and advertising.
They began the presentation
by explaining the most effective
method in beginning a job search.
Mass mailings are notan effective
way to land a job let alone an
interview. They explained that
althou&h it ap~ obvious to
concentrate on a specific job of
interest. many job searchers spread

themselves too thin and end up
applymg for jobs they aren't suited
for and would not enjo) . It is very
important to "do the homework
hefore ending a resume to a .specific company," !udDeChant. He
<ilso mentmncd that knowing the
agency's clients· and its different
strengths or weaknesses, "allows
you to match your strengths with

"When looking over re~urnc~.
agencies want to ~ee your ability
to manage:· said DeChant. Being
able to show that you can worl\ on
n deadline, communicate' to a
company the ability to complete a
task on the joh. Work experience,
spec1fic to your JOb 1nte1cst. is the
most important pan of a resume.
DeChant emphasized how "im
portam it is to
work outs ide
the classroom."
It is also important to include
the results of
your work in a
resume or portfolio.
Public relations and advertising specialists spend most
of the work day
on a computers.
lt is irn~rtantto

e mph asize
computer experience. Skalkos
•
J1lhn DanhUI:$
Skalkos speak wtth Carroll students.
said,
"The
Macintosh is the
those of the agency." When per- mostpopularcomputersystem for
sonal interests do not match those agencies and the more computer
of an agency, time is wasted that experience the better."
could be better spent researching
Portfolios are one of the best
a more compatible company.
methods to display experience and
Sources like Redbook and abilities. If you have no experiTorchlight contain lists of public ence in the field, DeChant and
relations and advertising agencies. Skalkos suggest volunteering for
They offer names of contacts, a nonprofit group or "remaking
phone numbers and information ads from magazines or commersuch as net sales or client lists.
ciaJs to look the way you would

'~ant

to see them:· Portfolio
building can go as far as proposing a media or advertising plan to
a company of interest. to pre5-ent
during an •ntervie" .
Networks of people in the Industry can help in attaimng the
1rst Interview DeChant and
Skalkos mentioned several places
that contacts can be made. The
most accessible place is John
Carroll itscl f. ··organizations
bring speakers to campus for informational as well as networking
purposes." said DeChant. They
mentioned outside organizations
such as Public Relation Society of
America (PRSA) and the Advertising Club of Cleveland. The Ad
Club offers an 8-9 week course in
advertising and direct marketing
where students (sometimes pros
in the field) work together on
campaigns. Skalkos said these
coursesofferexperienceand aJiow
you to "put on every hat in the ad
agency." They often provide
contacts that can be used in networking as well.
Skalkos mentioned that when
using a web of contacts "do not
pressure them - give it time."
Networking contacts areavai Iable
for advice, they are not there to
find the job.
A common mistake n.ade in
networking, as well as job
searches, is the Jack of follow-up.
In networking it is important to
follow-up and not be too pushy.
See SPEAKERS, page 19

Mentallllness bas warning signs, too.
Withdrawal from social acUv1Ues. Excessive anger.
These could be the flrst wamJng s igns of a mental Illness.
Unfortunately. most o f us don't recognl.ze the s igns.
WhJch Is tragic. Because m e n tal Lllness can be treated.
In fact. 2 out o f 3 people who get help. get bet teL
For a free boo kle t abou t m e ntal lllness. call the
NaUonaJ Mental llealth A.ssoclaUon:
1-800- 969- NMHA.

--

11.1 =-'-

Learn to see the warning algoa.

Notice to Students
The North Central Association
of Colleges and Schools is
sending its team for the regular,
10-year accreditation visit in
March. The visiting team
welcomes students to share their
views of the school at
3:00pm, Tuesday, March 22,
in the President's Dining Room,
Student Activities Center.

BUSINESS
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Carroll students participate in Logistics Challenge
Jeannine Spinola
staff Reporter

SacrificeSpringBreak? While
most srudents are getting ready
for Mom's cooking or relaxation
on the beach, a few John Carroll
students are preparing themselves
for the Logistics Challenge.
On April 7, the Council of
Logistics Management is
sponsoring the seventh annual
Logistics Challenge in Pittsburgh.
Ten schools, such as Penn State
University, Ohio State University,

Duquesne University. and University of Iowa, will compete for
first place.
This is the founh year John
Carroll has participated in the
competition. The first year that
John Carroll entered the competition ( 1991 ), they took first place.
Last year the team came in fifth.
Another school which participates is the University of Maryland, where Dr. Paul Murphy
professor from the Management,
Marketing and Logistics

New GMAT exam to
include two essays
Michael Covev
Business Manager

Beginning in October of 1994,
the Graduate Management
Admission Test will change its
exam format to include two scored
essays.
Th'e GMAT, as it is better
known, is taken by over 200,000
business school applicants each
year. Theexamchangesmaycause
problems fort hose test takers with
stronger quantitative skills but
weaker writing skills.
According to Mr. Timothy
Patrick , Director of GMAT
Programs for Kaplan Educational
Centers. "Test takers wi ll have to
master a broader range of skills to
succeed on the new GMAT."
The addition of the two essays
will alsodraw"moreemphasis on
the subscorc~ ofLhc verhal section
of the exam:· according to Mr.
Drew Johnson. a member of the
Development Office at Princeton
Review' s National Headquarters.
Applicants wi ll have sixty
minutes to complete two well
organized and clearly written
essays. It is not determined how
much time will be allocated to
each essay.
As a result of the added hour
for the two new essays, the math
and verbal sections of the exam
will be cut by fifteen minutes each.
However, it is not known how

many questions will be cut from
each section.
The GMAT will now span a
time of four hours, a thirty minute
increase from the previous format.
This will consist of seven twentyfive minute sections and one sixty
minute section.
Johnson said it is difficult to
know how the exam will be scored
due to the lack of information
available from Educational Testing Service, the administers of the
GMAT. However, ·'ETS will be
publishing an official guidebook
that is due out in July 1994," he
said.
ln addition to receiving an
applicant" s GMAT scores, each
business school that an applicant
applies to will also receive a copy
of the applicant's essay.
Accord1ng to Patrick, the
change in the format of the exam
reflects concern among business
schools and corporate recruiters
that some MBA candidates have
inadequatecommunication skills.
"Success in the business world
requi res more than good
quantitative skills,'· he said.
"Business
leaders
must
communicate goaJs and agendas
clearly and effectively."
Both Kaplan and Princeton Review will be adding an essay-writing
section totheirGMATreviewcourses
for the October 1994 exam.

department and the coach of John great experience it was.
To other schools, winning first
Carroll's team, used to teach. He
This is an excellent network·· place is imponant. These schools
said that no animosity is felt to- ing opportunity for logistic ma- have a competition from within
wards his old school. This event jors. John Fleckenstein, now a their university to form the best
gives him a chance to see old senior from last year's team, said,. team.
colleagues.
"The competition itself is lightMurphy feels that cohesion is
A team of five
the most important inlogistic majors will
gredient in a winning
be preparing themteam. The group of stuselves for the comdentsmust work together,
~~The competition is supposed to
petition a month
and not just rely on one
be light-hearted, but there is a lot dominant person in the
before the challenge.
Thi s year's team
group. When asked how
of pride involved in being
consists of two rethis year's team is looking,Murphyreplierl, ''the
turning veterans, senumber one. 11
niors Pat Moriarty
team is showing signs of
Dr. Paul Murphy
and Lisa Monaco.
<Xlhesion.butitistooearly
When asking Moto tell."
naco why she was
This year, fiveJCU
returning, she replied, "The com- hearted. I saw it as more of an students will be venturing south to
petition is chaJienging, but infor- opportunity to meet other logistic: Pittsburgh over Spring Break to
mal enough where you could have majors." Murphy said, "Thecom- represent John Carroll. Good luck
fun with it." Senior Amilia petition is supposed to be light- to Bridget Donovan, Lisa Monaco,
Tamburro, a newcomer to the hearted, but there is a lot of prid<~ Pat Moriarty, Ray Szalay, and
challenge, says shejoined the team involved in being number one." Amilia Tamburro as they strive
this year because she did not get to The intent of the challenge is for for victory in Pittsburgh at the
go last year. She heard what a the panicipants to have fun.
Logistics Challenge.
• (I

John Carroll Community' Service Fair
stresses networking in job search
JQ..hn R. Thorne
Crime Investigator

John Carroll University's Student Career Development Onice
is hosting a Community Service
Fair next Monday night, marking
the second fair offered this year.
The first was a Career Fair on Feb.
7.

The Community Service Fair
will he held nn March 21 and will
be available to "" JCU students
looking for community service
opportunities.
According to Rilles Hughes,
from the SCD office. the fair offers opportunities in all fields, not
just sociology or other social-related fields.
'"They need accountants, too,"
Hughes said referring to the
American Red Cross, who will be
attending the fair held in the SAC
conference room.
The career fair as well as the
community service fair offers stu-

dents opportunities to make con-• tions within the organitations.
nections which can be used i111 "They are dedicated to the students."
getting internships or jobs.
Although the fair is free and open
"The key is that both of these
events stress net working, and that to all the students, the exhibitors must
is how most people get their jobs,,. pay to attend, but many of the 170
said Hughes. "Tt's very hard to organizations invited are n:rummg
get a job these days unless you hecauseofposiriveexpcricnct'S in the
past with Carroll fairs, Hugh~ -;aid.
have a lot of networks."
"l think that\ a great U"Cnd," satd
Accordin g to Hughes, netHu~·l~ "lis h;u'l to ~·ct rccnntcr-;
work~ .~rc avallahk ,11 tlw-...c la11 -...,
because of "JCU alumni connoo• hen:.''

lFOlfZ 26 '~AYS liO
lHIIEILIP SAYlE lllHliE
IEAIR.llll-ll CAILIL

' ~soo~~~~ss~s887

SPEAKER
continued from page 18
In the job search, however, it is
imponant to "be persistent - the
squeaky wheel gets the grease,"
said DeChant.
When writing the cover letter
to accompany a resume, Skalkos
emphasized the importance of
personalizing the letter to the specitics that were found in doing the
homework on a company. Agencies in the Cleveland area are
known to compare letters from

inquiring applicants. When identical letters are found they know
the applicant is not sincerely interested in their agency.
By the end of the evening
DeChant and S kal kos worked oneon-one with each student giving
individual advice on what should
be done to pursue a specific career. Some students were offered
names of contacts or ways to create positions for themselves in jobs

they currently hold. Jenn Fry, a
senior who attended said, "They
showed a genuine concern for the
students and wanted to help us
reach our goaJs."
In closing, DeChant and
Skalkos reemphasized the need
to "find a fit" between yourself
and the company with which you
wish to work. The only way to
find that fit is to "do the homework."

St. Patrick's Day Riddle

J40MD4,.. MIIGHT J44DMIII
WITH " f i i DILicOM
8:OOpm til 11 :OOpm
S1 DRAFTS 12 oz. $2 16oz. ICE
15¢ WINGS
S1 PIZZA SLICES
21 & OVER I.D.'S REQUIRED
EXPIRES 3/31 /94

TWOFOR-OMI
TUIID4~1
BUY ONE PIZZA ·- GET A 2ND PIZZA
OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE FREE

When are Irish eyes smiling?
When the pot of gold at the end of the
rainbow turns into that magical green brew.

(TAKE-OUT ONLY- NOT VAUD WITH ANY OTHER OFFER)
EXPIRES 3/29/94

Please Don't Drink and Drive.

321 7272

201180 .\"OUT/I 1'·\la\ HOUI.U ·. \HJ)
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Americans accept nothing but gold
Jamie Auricchio
Stoff Rcoorter

Nanc)' Kerrigan came home
with a ~ihcr and wit out the ~wect
image she left with. She.: pouted.
C\Cn in front of Micke)' Mouse.
For 1\ancy, '>ilvcr aprwentl)' wasn't
good enough. But why not?

Sports Commentary

-

Meanwhile the Jamai can
lxlbslcd team was just thrilled to
be in Norway; Bosman~ are JUSt
happy to be alive; and the South
Africans had their best fini~h in
Olympic history with nowhere
near the number of gold medals
that the USA had.
Not too long ago there was a
football coach that sa1d, "It's not
whether you w1n or lose, it's how
you play the game." Today there's

a football coach who sau.J,
"Wmning·s not a matter of life
and death. it's bigger than that.''
It's v.in. win, win. Gone arc
the days that Ward wasju~t happy
to see Beavecouldc:uch a baseball,
let alone throw.
What has happened? Why do
Americans place so much importance on winning?
The media certainly doesn't
help things. Mitch "Wild Thing"
Williams may never forget his
defeat in the World Series, espe
cially when ESPN, Sports lllustrated and USA Today all keep
tabs on the guy who "choked" in
the World Series. They don ' tkeep
track of the guy that helped get the
Phillies to the series, but the fail ure that lost it for them.
The Buffalo Bills are mocked
now even in Buffalo. The reality
isthatnoonehaswonmoregames

in the 90':. than the very same •
t~am that every .'>puns writer in the

world has labeled "losers."
fl thi~ \\inner - loser ethic is
ingrained into future generations.
the pres~ is cenai nly to blame.
The press ha' created win - Jose
monsters. If w~ showed pride at
any~ignofcxccllcnceatanylcvcl.

Jeff Gilooly might not have plotted against Kerrigan and would
have been proud of his wifechamp10n or not. The press
pracllcally created the competi11ve monster that it fed off of for
the last two months.
Image is everything to athletes
now If they lose, their value
plummets. Seen any commercials
with Riddick Bowe lately? This
hardmarketimagehasbeentransposed to the kids that watch the
Super Bowl, the World Series and
the Olympics.

'"Baseball team to make
season debut in Florida
Matt Durbin

The Streaks lost eight lettem1en
Stoff Reporter
from last years sixth place finish
Right now, the John Carroll in the Ohio Athletic Conference.
baseball team has only one including all three starting outopponent.
the weather . fielders.
Rained out on Saturday against
Thus the Streaks will look
Oberlin, the team is itching to to two fac tors for cxpencncc
make their seaso n debut , hop- and guidance: pitching and
ing to redeem ll:-. mcdaocre 14- defense.
_, !4j
~·;:.'...:';:.
11~
1~~'·~~~-~~~,..,~·""'
f
l ,. .
•
' The 1994scasonwJIIIJkelygct proven pitchers and defense wa:-.
underway this weekend a:, the team the main emphasis of the team '~
travels to Jacksonville, Florida to winter workouts.
take part in the Jacksonville ClasLed by second team AII-OAC
sic. They begin play today as they senior hurler Pat Farrell and reface Illinoas Institute of Techno!- tumingleadoffhiuerBrian Brown,
ogy and cun ference foe Schweickert hopes the extra deMuskingum.
fensive work in the off-season will
As the 1994 campaign pay off as a key to a second OAC
progresses, however, inexperience playoffappearence in the last three
will prove to be the m<lln nemesis years.
of head coach Jerry Schwickert's
Farrell's experience will ccrJ9th season.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
•••

COMMUNITY
SERVICE
CAREER FAIR

•

MONDAY, MARCH 21, 1994
7:00-9:00
SAC Conference Room ••
••
••
RECPLEX
•

•••
••• Learn of career opportunities in
•• Community Service Organizations

••
•
••
••
•
•
•
••• • All students should plan to attend • •••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

tainly help as he is coming off a
team best 6-2 record with 48
strikeouts and a 3.48 earned run
average.
Brown will be expected to play
steadily in the infield ac; he was an
honorable mention AII-OAC
choice last season. He also needs

Children arc taught from day
one to "Just Win Baby.'' There
has been more than one crying R
year old screaming 'But. I IoM!!''
Someone more clearheaded
should sa:y, ''Good Job."
Maybe at's this Japanese work
ethic controvc~y that'c; gotten w
us- it's some sort of fancy dis·
placement. God knows it wac; there
during the Cold War. The fact that
we beat the Russians in 1980's
hockey finals was more than sport.
it was a clear cut preview to what
would happen if World War lli
ever came around.
Maybe we've just started tak
ingthingsforgranted here. Maybe
we've become greedy somehow.
People like Mark Spitz did too
much,CariLewisand JesseOwens
were too good. Today anything
less than gold may seem disap
pointing. Papers keep track of

medal counts, but they rarely tell
you \\hat the chances are of even
making it to the Olymp1cs nor do
they feature the guy that got 12th
in the downhall.
The mm.t touching moment of
LheOiympic-.wasn'tsecingJanscn
finally win, or 01\sana out- skate
Kerrigan. It was the competitor
who finished 8th, who, instead of
crying and whining, was proud of
what he or she had done.
Maybe that person will never
be on a Wheaties box but they
went to the Olympics and not evcryone gets that chance.
So while Nancy pouts that
M1ckey isn' t paying her enough,
people from Bosnia go home and
pick up the pieces that fell while
they were gone. count their
blessings everyone's alive, and
are proud they were a part of the
Olympics in Lillehamer.
'

'

.. Hoss .. comes
in intramural final
GQ!Leeo .Cramer
Sports Editor

The teams ln the advanced
intramural basketball division
have been battling each other all
season. However, last Wcdnesday Team A 1. Jed by Joe "Hoss''
Maciak, beattheJPT's "A "team

ship and capture the intramural
trophy in the foml of a T-Shirt.
Chris Gre.en, who lit up the
fieldfor36pointsinthesemifinal
g~d fa1Lh in Maciak. "EverythingfrOrtttttebaselineseems
to go in for Hoss. He can mt iL
strai¥ht up or hit it in a
tumaround...eilher way, it's cash."

on1y one base on balls to become ......;.:~~~~il:!.~!IIM~~~~iJ.;.>~~££9~ 10 GradUate Ash
h I'
'o
r7 Yi w -rown.
sistant David McCiaffeny, it was
ever, in order to contend. Brown
The JPT team, led by Matt one of the most exciting imrawill need some support in the
Sullivan, had the opportunity to mural games aiJ year.
field.
pull out the victory when John
··we have had ~ever~
"We have really concentrated
Mangan went to the free throw baules aiJ se.ji,O•m asketball
heavily on having a good, solid
line with six seconds left in aad-~ve had several great
defen s1vc
team ,"
said
regulation. Mangan missed the battles in the other sports," said
front half of the one-and-one McCla f~1erty. "Seeang
· Hoss [Joe
Schweickcn. "If we are fundamentally sound, we will be in evandbothreamsweredeadlocked Maciak]hitthatjumpshotwithtwo
cry ball game."
35-35, at the end of regulation. seconds left just illustrated how
Indeed, even if the Streaks put
In overtime. Maciak hit a big exciting intramural eventscanget.''
it all together, the best that it can
three point bucket to give his team
In additi'm to Maciak and
lakely hope for is a second place
the lead. The IPT's returned the Green, the following men can be
finish in the OAC.
favorwhenPeteDuggnnanswcrcd seen sporting their new "intraNational powerhouse Marietta
with a three pointer of his own.
mural champions"t-sbirts: Ken
Maciak's crew chewed the Farley, Ed Mushbach. Ed
is expected 10 capture its fifth
consecutive conference crown,
c1oc k· down to Jess than 30 sec- Andrac;sy, Brian Stafford, Kevin
but the rest of the field is wide
onds. With 10 seconds remain - Fazio and Dom Potina .
The"CouchPotatoe"division
open.
ing, Maciak took control and
Veteran skipper Schweickert
drove the lane. However. Matt championc;hip was also played
Sullivan plugged the inside. last Wednesday
takes a sponsman 's atll!ude to the
'94 campaign. "My number one
forcing "Ho'>s" outside.
Team C'l, led by Mark
goal as that we play hard and
Fading away. Macial\ re- Assion,defeatedDcrekGarden's
con~tan tly bring our best cffon to
leased his shot and sank the aew. 40-22.
the field. We want lO play the
"BIG J" with two seconds rellleSunday night coed volleygame the way it is meant to be
maining to seal the champion· ball playoffs begin on March 27.
played "

OINO PALMIERI

MUST SHOW STUDENT I.D. REGULAR PRICE
SERVICES ONLY. CALL FOR AN APPOINT
, - - - - ----.....1 MENT WITH ONE OF OUR SELECT STYLISTS
sa!O~

CEDAR & GREEN
SOLON
GREAT LAKES MALL

381-7773
248-8810
255-4888
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Carroll•s women look to continue
success in outdoor track season
Heather Hlousek
Assistant Spor1s Ed1to~

Afiercnpping off a o;uccey;,ful in·
door sca.'>On. the women· s trc~cr-.team
looks forward to improvement and
continued succcs.<> outdoor...
The women·-. team starts the
season in Virgmiu this weekend
for the Washington & Lee
Invitational.
Head Coach Grove Jewell was
optimistic about the upcoming
season, especially after the team's
success indoors.
The team has a strong nucleus
of young athletes, but Jewell says
the key to the season will be a
strong team effort.
"Our goal is to improve each
week and we have shown that we
can with our indoor performance.
We were fourth in the OAC
indoors and we were one of the
topteamsduringtheindoorseason,
of the teams without an indoor
facility. Our girls have a good

spirit and leadership \\ e want to
be the best we can and have fun
doing it.''
The team has some returning
lcucrwinncrs that will provide u
strong foundation.
Senior Tish Kanaga. will be a
force in the 1500 and the 800
meters. Junior Danielle Sluga, an
aii-OAC winner for the indoor
season in distance. will be a strong
competitor for the Blue Streaks.
The other returning letterwinner
is sophomore Thea Consler, who
has been the Streak of the Week
for her performance during the
indoor season. Consler received
an outstandjng field event award
in the OAC, and also has the 100
meter hurdle record.
Everyone on the team has improved from the indoor season.
Freshman Catherine Drown broke
the indoor record in shot and
should be a force outdoors in the
shot., discus, and javelin.

Coach Je"' ell sa1d Lisa Adamo;
<ohould he a 'tough competitor'' 10
the middle distance e'cnts She
"as second 10 the 800 meters 1n
indoors and on the \\'inning 4x800
relay
Freshman Gina Girardot wiiJ
maf...c
"an
outstanding
contribution" in the middle
distance said Jewell.
A freshman who also played
volleyball, Melissa Gray, will run
sprints, I 00 and 200, and short
relays. Jewett said, "she has a
good attitude and I look for much
improvement from Melissa."
Another freshman, Elaine
Cirino, is recovering from
tendinitis, but when healthy is
going to be a force in the 4x800,
high jump and other short runs
from the 200.800.
The squad is rounded out by
senior Kathy Hennessy who will
compete in the triple jump and
the 400. Amy Wolle! and Patty

Softball team fares well
at Catawba tournament
Matt Milewski
Stoff Reporter

The women's softball team
began their 1994 season in the
Catawba College Tournament on
March 5 and 6 and advanced to the
semifinals before being eliminated
by Bloomsburg, 10-2.
The team finished the
tournament with a 2-3 record,
which they will carry with them
when they begin 1he regu Jar season
on March 26.
The tournament had a pool
format, which means that teams
were randomly matched up and
played a series of games in order
to determine their position in the
playoff pairings.
The Lady Streaks began the
tournament impressively, shutting
out Pfieffer College 9-0 behind
the strong pitching of junior
Charisse Brigee.
Brigee pitched well through
the entire tournament. She started
three games and completed all of
them, finishing with a 2-1 record
and a 1.17 earned run average.
She was pleased w1th her
perfonnance especially because
she "usually starts out weak and
gets st ronger as the season
progresses."
Also noteable in the first
gamein a college unilorm was
freshman Amy Rak, who hll a
home run in her first career at bat.
Lake Superior was Carroll's
next opponent. The strong offense
shown in the first game
disappeared, and Carroll was shut
out 7-0.
The game was the first career
start for freshman pitcher Linda
lekel, who pitched for Nazareth
Academy in Rochester. New York
last year.
Jekel said that there i~ a b1g
difference between pitch~ng 10 high
school compared to college.

"You need to know more
about pitching in college," she
said. "In higb school, all I needed
to do was throw hard, solid strikes
in order to pitch well. Here, you
need to be able to place the ball in
certain ~ts over the plate.''
ElQn was the next opponent for
Carroll, and once again, Brigee
was the starter.
The game was scoreless for a
couple of innings but Carroll took
a 1-0 lead mjdway through the
game.
A couple of innings later Elon
tied it up, and in the sixth inning a
couple of defensive errors by
Carroll Jed to another Blon run
and a 2-1 loss.
The loss put the Streaks'
record at 1-2 with one game left
before the playoffs started and
Carroll needed another victory.
This time the Streaks were to
face the University of Charleston.
Brigee started her second straight
game and struggled a bit as she
gave up five runs. But fortunately,
the Carro)) bats were connecting
nnd the team secured an important
8-5 victory.
Following pool play, Carroll
was 2-2, good enough to put them
in second place out of the five
teams in the pool.
All of the other teams in •he
tournament were NCAA Division
II schools, mak.jnglhecompetit.ion
that much harder.
ln the playoff semifinals,
Carroll was matched up aginsl
Bloomsburg.
lekel was the starter but she
had a rough outing, giving up nine
runs in three innings.
Carroll was eliminated from
the playoffs with a 10-2 loss.
Angel Koss came on in relief of
Iekel and pitched the last two
innings of the game, giving up one
earned run.

The leading hitter for the
tournament was senior Karen Seitz.
who connected on four ball s in I 1
at bats.
AprilS marks the beginning of
the Ohio Athletic Conference play
for the Lady Streaks.
Brigee is optimistic aboul the
upcoming season.
"We had a bad year last year,
and I know we can do better.
Judging on how we did against
these Division II teams, I
definitely think that we have
the talent to win the OAC this
year."
The Streaks will begin their
quest for an OAC title when they
face Ohio Northern in the
conference opener which is
scheduled to be played on April2
at home.
Before the OAC opener. there
arc four non-conference games,
the first of them being on March
26 at I :00 at Bethany College.

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?

BeAu: BIRTHRIGHT
LAKEWOOD
228·5998

CLEVELAND
486-2800

PARMA
661-6400

HOTLINE 1-800-550-4900

The Walter and Mary
Tuohy Chair of
Interreligious Studies

Walll w1ll also help contnhute to
the team.
Coach Jewett ..aid that there
arc other members who are coming
along in their pcrfonnance and an.'
•mproving as well.
Jewett will he looking to
sophomores Dawn l!h10gcr and
Betty Reinke, and freshmen

Pam Coyne and JiiJ Muldoon
to help contrihutc to the ~uc
cc'" of the team.
With all ol the talent returning, the upandcomingyouth and
cuming oft a succes!>ful indoor
sca~on
the Lady Blue Streaks
o;hould he a force to wm the
OAC

Men·s trac~~ team looks
to seniors fc>r leadership
meter.:> and also competes in the
4x
100 and 4'\400 relays.
Assis1ont Sports Editor
L1ke the women's team. the
John Carroll's men's track team
is look.jng to improve upon last men arc looking to some of the
season's finish in the Ohio Ath- "newer" guys to contribute.
Times to look at will come
letic Conference race and will need
a combination ofexperience from from men like sophomore Ian
the seniors and enthusiasm from Johnstone 1n the open 400, Man
Zuca and Lyle Biggs in sprints,
the newcomers.
The team is a predominate!) mainly the 4x 100 and the 4x200,
young team, but will be look.jng to and sophomore Mike Olson in lhe
the seniors as major contributing open 400. Olson was fiflh in the
conference in lhe 400 during the
factors.
Head coach Don Stupica said indoor season.
Freshman Jeff Attic was fifth
that the team, " will try to improve
as a team as much as their talents in the conference in the indoor
allow and to remain injury free." season in s hot a nd discus and
Coach Stupica said that the will be looked upon to repeat
indoor season was frustrating outdoors.
Dave Frittari, a middle
because of the bad weather which
hindered practice sessions. "We distance runner, is improving,
only had eight outdoor practices, especially since he has become
so it is hard to judge how things more famihar with cross counlry.
Senior Bnan Ourk will
will go," Stupica said.
The OAC race seems to be lhc compete in the 800, With Jason
top priority for rhe ream u they Lehnlr' m dl8 dis&lace eWIIICI aad
are hoping to improve with each the steeplechase.
Jason Neil, who qualified as a
meet.
JUmper
1n the mdoor meet in the
Stu pica said, "We arejust going
triple
jump
with a fifth place, will
to build up to our goal of the
nlso
compete
in the long jump.
OAC's."
Coach
Stupica
said that the
Two seniors that Stu pica looks
team
is
work.jng
to
improve and
to be major contributors are John
meet
individual
goals
that will help
Billick and Brian Holbrook.
benefit
the
team.
Everything
the
"Billick was successful in th<~
team
is
work.jng
on
is
a
build-up
javelin last year and we expect the
same this year with a possibh: for the OAC conference meet on
NCAA qualification," sai(l May 13 and 14.
The men's lirsl meet will be
Stu pica.
Holbrook is steady :lt the 40() on March 25 in Virginia.

He_ather Hlousek

Campus Interviews
March 22, '1994
OLDE, America's FuJI Service Discount
BrokerSM is looking for motivated people to
establish a career in the brokerage business.
OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
lf you possess excellent communication skills,

general market knowledge and the desire to
excel, sign up for an on-campus interview on
March 22, 1994 in the! Career Center.

preSCf2tS

Health as Liberation
Six lectures by Alastair V.
Campbell, Th.D Otago
Medical School, Dunedin,
New Zealand

If you are unable to arrange an interview call:

1 800 '937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, Ml 48226

Tuesday, March 22
What Price Liberation?
The Quest for Justice in
Health Care

DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS

All lectures 8 p.m., Jardine Room

Arl Equal Opportumty Employer

~OLDE
Melriler NYSE and 5D'C
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The Quignon Adventure Page
by Mark Rakocy

And welconte to the
Quignon Adventure!
Please remember the
following while
participating in the
adventure:
•No flash photography while
reading the page.
•Keep hands at sides and
remain seated at all times.
•At completion of the page,
take all small humans by the
hand and exit to the right.
•Loud gardening is strictly
prohibited!
•Please remember to have a
good time and then take a
nap.

Gum: I doli't quite understand the purpose of gum. Are people trying to fool their throats?
You chew and chew and chew, but never swallow it. I think it's like a really tough piece
of meat. So I guess these people who chew gum a lot would like a really tough steak.
Maybe they should start selling little packs of tough meat as an alternative to packs of
gum. They can even start putting tough meat in packs of baseball cards. Think of all the
excitement among the little children: "Hey I got Darryl Strawberry's Rookie card, and
WOW, a slice of gradeD beef!"
1¢ Stamps: When I pay 30¢ at an automatic stamp machine, I don't receive a 29¢ stamp
and a penny, I receive a 29¢ stamp and a 1¢ stamp. What's the deal with this? What am
I supposed to do with these 1¢ stamps? I think they want me to collect them until I have
29 of them. I will then be able to cover the front of an envelope and mail it. Where do
I write the address? They then have to stamp all of the stamps to make sure that no one
tries to use them again. Do they have a stamp this big? I'm also afraid that the postman
,--------~ will think I'm just trying to be a smart guy. I'm not.
1 Totem Poll:
1 Rest Stops: I have a problem with the name "rest stop." It implies that you are supposed
1 Do you like totems?
1 to stop and rest at this location. Everyone but the driver sleeps in the car until reaching
L O_!es _QNo_ _ _l the "rest stop." When you get to the "rest stop" everyone stops resting and walks around.
They should reverse the name to "stop rest."
Spray Paint: A consumer product or a simple command?
You are now ready to begin
your journey. To complete
the journey, simpIy follow the
convenient arrows that have
been provided for your
convenience. I know you
have all been anxiously
awaiting the arrival of this
page. Therefore, I shall delay
no longer. Begin now and
please keep the time
constraints in mind.

Words that exist
from this point on:
•Turqua
-Gayshon
•Yunk

We begin our adventure ltere:
Things that I don't quite understand

•Shmelgus
•Vindoo Klyde
•Balideon
•Sizzigone
•Sugar

Recyclin~:

Tip:

Use the caps
from 2 liter
bottles of soda
to serve tiny
bowls of chex
mix tayour
guests.

Have you ever wanted to say the
pi
of allegiance in alphabetical
order? Proba
t that's where
I come in. Enjoy!
All Allegiance America And .And Flag For For
God I Indivisible It Justice Liberty Nation Of
Of One l>1edge Republic Stands States The The
The To To Under Which With.

The Breakfast MacRine
Have you eve r wanted a tasty 5) The sling shot knocks the board over.
breakfast without the hassle of 6) The match connected to the scale ignites
preparing it? Here's how you do it: when the board lands on the opposite side
1) Simply light the candle at position #1, go
brush your teeth, and when you come back,
breakfast will be waiting.
2) Once the candle bums through the rope, the
block falls into the glass of water causing an
overflow.
3) The water drips onto the scale, offsetting
the balance.
4) The ball rolls off of the scale into the funel.
When exiting the funnel, the ball hits the
slingshot release.

- I

THE
BREAKFAST
MACHINE

of the scale. The match lights the fuse.
7) The fuse branches off. One branch lights
a candle which lights a cigarette. The
cigarette butt falls onto the scale offsetting
the balance.
8) The ball rolls off of the upset scale and
lands in the milk plug release. As the "milk
leaks into the cereal below, the scale is
offset.
9)With the milk gone, the scale tips and the
orange juice pours from the pitcher to the
glass.
10) Once the cereal bowl is fil led with
milk, it slides onto the tray with the glass of
orange juice. The scale tips back and the
ball rolls off pushing down the lever on the
toaster. The toast pops out and lands on the
plate. The scale tips and the plate slides
down the shoot.
11) The other branch of the fuse lights
another candle. The candle melts the butter
which drips down the slide and falls onto
the toast below.
12) The weight of the cereal and juice
forces the tray down to meet the plate of
toast.
You now have fresh breath and hearty
breakfast waiting.

COMICS & CLASSIFIEDS
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BARNYARD

"FOREVER MOWER"

ANDREA TRACY

ACROSS

1 7biJ manhy ,au
5 Comput8f letlers
10 JI(IWtr's twft
14 Mt Premlnger
15 Ms. Doone
16 Bril8h streetcar
17 JI(IWtr'tiiDIIaQ
19 • _ _ way, shape

or form•
20 Bachelor parties
21 Mowers c1sort

23 Engave

26 Former Russian I\A8f
27 It's her
30 Rubout
32 aergyman
36 JI(IWtr's ruting IJI'U
38 RJght d ernpoyment
39 Declare posllYely
40 Unite
42 Bacl<bone
43 Repeat the mle run
45 Ntit)tbols lawn t
47 Dig ~o
48 Stop
49 .,.9l1c" lead In
50 Teutonic baJbarian
52 _gra.ss:zoysia, eg
54 Oetestallon
58 VaUeys
62 Ms. Home
63 M(IWtr's d4ngtrOW IIIDrt 1
56 Orde parts
67 Ms. Taylor
68 Mr. Kazan
69 ~ grrusu
70 Gennan clly
71 British gun
DOWN

1 Gangsters guns
2 French state
3 Slcllan volcano
4 Word preceding ball or
Dart
5 Buldlng extension
6 Ms. Piggy's word

~

THE FLEECE EATERS

iN I PER
1'\ .

7 "Pretty maids a1 i1
•

-

8 ll'lhen!nt
9 Endures
10 Awakenings
11 "THOLOGY" lead In
12 Foon of Danlel
13 LA problem
18 Orgatic chemica compound
22 Roof pert
24 Sweet Uquetr
25 Detest
27 Cut down vertically
28 Aoat In air
29 Febrero pi'9Ceder

44
46
48
51

Corporate VIPs
Transmb
Jobs
Parisian tiger

53 Captures
54 Winglike
55 To a high degree
56 Noun sUfix
57 Ms. Fabray & others

59 Rhythymic flow

~

~.

j

-

~ ~"""~
~ c~

be:'"-

~.

-

~v..~
~,

00 Oevelaoo's lake
61 Comedian lJill'el

64 Bishop's territory
65 Washington VIP

31 Twlled woolen cloth ~--~fit
33 Madame
~
34 Zodiac~ ~~--ijJ~

35

-

n_, .V.oft'.:l

rt:Fumlsh

'X

o\M

~OT

A <>ruo I.'l A sruo 1
A Flu.'( t.S .IIISf A
~I.L'(; "110

1, HAA ~

:t 41"\ A I'Ul!EV~L51(l
\\of,~ I).JPI.GE~oYS

OF c:£11TitJ.\. ASt~,
C,O(.•IIl%10 .\No
Sro"fb oF

wih rmi parts
37 NUIIID's 11ontsis

"\\lilTS TilE
wJ« 1l

~.

1'\'( loE~'liTt.

38 Tanaallz.e
41 O!Ach

©1991 ALL RIGHT$
REJERVED GFR

ASSOCIATES -----
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·cLAJJIFIEDS
Cruise Ships Hiring- Earn up to
$2,000+/mo. on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies. World
lour. Summer & Full-Time
employment available. No exp.
necessary. For info. call 1-206634-0468 ex.t.C5556.

Single- family house for rent,
three bedroom, new appliances,
close to campus. Call 526-1723.

Greeks- & Clubs earn $50-&250
for yourself. Plus up to $500 for
your club! This fundraiser costs
nothing and lasts one week. Call
Think Spring-1,000 Hotels at now and receive a free gift. 150% discount. Yearly travel 800-932-0528,ext 65.
membership. Florida and
California locations loaded. ACT There· is nothing like pansies in
NOW! RUSH' $7.95 and SASE the springtime.
to:STAY USA 29701 Arthur
Avenue, Wickliffe, Ohio 44092 Yo Lovedog-Thanx. for the great
weekend- You were the best
Scooter- for sale. 1987 Honda partner I could ask for- Jeff
elite 50. $125. Call 321-3878.
Looking- for something old blue
Shaleighlied, shamrocked, and spotted. If found call l-800shananigans, and schnockered! M-Y-L-1-V-E-R.
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New year, new team for women•s tennis
J~Auricchjo
Stoff Reporter

You could paste a nourescent
sticker on the John Carroll
women's tennis team. They've
got a new coach, a new woman in
the number one singles slot, and
new hopes to be number one in the
Ohio Athletic Conference.
"We really think we can do
it. We've got a young team and
we finished second last year,"
said sophomore Missy Owen,
who owns the number one slot
on the singles ladder.

With two freshmen on the ladder
now and with only two seniors, the
team does indeed have a promising
future if it can knock off Hiram, the
defendingOACchampions.
You may recognize the coach:
it's Roxanne Allen, who is also
head coach of the women's basketball team. Allen has put more
emphasis on physical fitness than
teams of the past.
"She does a good job of keeping us in shape and keeping us
motivated," said Owen.
The team started out with two

wins against Malone College
and West Liberty. Their lone
losscamealthehandsofOberlin
last Saturday. However, the
team remained optimistic.
Owen explained, "We're still just
trying different things out to be
ready for the OAC."
The team's next match and
their first in the-conference is at
home against Capital. In a season that only lasts until May,
they have two months to shed
that "all new" label for a championship one.
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Two Carroll divers set to
co~mpete in Division III
Championships
Colleen Creomer
Sports Editor

John Carroll'sdiving team sent
two of it's best to compete in the
Division ill Swimming and Diving
Championships which started
yesterday at Williams College in
Williamstown, Massachusetts.
Freshman Frank D'Angelo and
senior Sean Flaherty will each be
making their first appearences in
the national meet
D'Angelo had a record breaking
freshman season as he shined at
the OhiO Athletic Conference
Swimming
and
Diving
Championships on February 1719. D'Angelo captured Lhe Diver
of the Year honors and set an

OAC record for points in the three
meter diving competition.
Flaherty, unlikeD'Angelowho
is just beginning his career, will
wind up his fabulous diving career
this weekend.
Flaherty has been one of the
OAC's most consistent divers the
past four years as he has captured
four OAC Championships during
his career. At this year's OAC
Champinships he came in second
behind D'Angelo in both the one
and three meter diving events.
The icing on the cake would be
earntng All-American honors.
something which hasn't been done
by a Carroll diver since Christie
Palumbo did it in 1990.

Carroll takes lead in
OAC all-sports race
Colleen Creamer
SportsEtjifor

We are pleased
to announce
that we have
recently moved
our Cleveland
area Training
Center.
CALL NOW
to arrange a
visit or to take
a free
diagnostic
exam.

--

With strong showings in the
winter sports, John Carroll's men
and women have taken the leads
in the Ohio Athletic Conference
all-sports standings.
The Carroll men opened up a
4.67 pointleadovcrthe next closest
competitor, Baldwin-Wallace by
capturing the OAC championship
in basketball, wrestling and
swimming and diving.
Only four spring sports remain
before the final outcome is
decided. However, last season the
Streaks st:ruggled through the
spring as the track and tennis teams
placed fifth in the conference,
baseball sixth and golf third.
The Blue Streak beseban team
could help the standings this

Interested in covering
spring sports? Come
. to the Carroll News
and ask for Colleen.

CA.LL US

KAPLAN TEST PREP
24700 Chagrin Blvd., Suite 309
Beachwood, Ohio 44122

(2 6)831 2 33

season as they return an
experienced pitching staffand look
to finish in the top half of the
conference. They begin their
season today with a twin-bill in
Jacksonville, Fla. against
Muskingum and Illinois Institute
of Technology.
~omen. led by a
conference cnarnptoll$hip in
swimminganddivingandase
place finish in women'sbasketball
takes a two point lead into the
spring season.
Last season the softball team
finished seventh. track took third
and tennis finished second.
The softball team is o
3 start and
earn is 2-l
opping a match to a tough
Oberlin College squad last
Saturday.

381-5555

